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ABSTRACT 
 
MICRORNAS AND THE SEX SPECIFIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEONATAL BRAIN: 
A POINT OF VULNERABILITY TO THE PROGRAMMING EFFECTS OF PRENATAL 
STRESS 
Christopher P. Morgan 
Tracy L. Bale 
Epidemiological studies have linked prenatal stress to increases in the incidence of 
neurodevelopmental disorders, including schizophrenia and autism spectrum disorders, 
associations that are often sex-dependent. In addition, biological sex is a strong 
predictor of many aspects of these disorders, including incidence, presentation, and 
therapeutic outcomes. While many factors contribute to these effects, sex-specific 
responses to fetal antecedents during key developmental windows are likely involved. 
The male brain is organized in a sex specific manner by a surge of testes-synthesized 
testosterone during the perinatal period. In appropriate cell populations this testosterone 
is converted to estrogen by a neuronal-specific aromatase where it acts through 
estrogen receptors to masculinize the neural substrate. While the primary effector, 
estrogen, is shared, the cellular processes responsible for this divergent development 
vary widely across brain regions. miRNAs, with their ability to regulate the expression of 
hundreds of genes, may be an exciting and novel regulatory mechanism poised to 
translate this estrogen signal into brain region-specific responses. The work in this 
dissertation identifies sexual differentiation of the brain as a point of sex-specific 
vulnerability to the multigenerational programming effects of early prenatal stress. 
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Paternal (F1) prenatal stress exposure attenuates the perinatal testosterone surge, 
leading to dysmasculinized physiology, including increased stress sensitivity, in second-
generation (F2) male offspring. Further, we reveal a novel role for the miRNA 
environment in programming the neurodevelopmental effects of paternal stress 
exposure and, more generally, in organizing the sexually dimorphic brain. Finally, we 
empirically map miRNA recognition elements across the transcriptome of the neonatal 
hypothalamus by Argonaute HITS-CLIP, and identify a network of genes targeted by 
organizational estrogen with functional relevance to sexual differentiation of the brain. 
Together these findings point to a developmental window of susceptibility during which 
the programming effects of early prenatal stress exposure may manifest. As such, 
identifying sex-specific developmental processes affected during this window, such as 
the dynamic changes in the miRNA environment we have highlighted, may lead to novel 
therapeutic targets or biomarkers predictive for neurodevelopmental disorders. 
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CHAPTER 1: General Introduction 
Portions of this have appeared in Biology of Sex Differences (2012), 3(1), 22-30 and 
Hormones and Behavior (2011), 59(3), 290–295. 
 
What is a Neurodevelopmental Disorder? 
 “Neurodevelopmental” (and/or “neuropsychiatric”) disorders are inherently 
difficult to study because “a lot can go wrong in the development of a human brain” 
(Mitchell, 2007). Just trying to define what is and what is not a neurodevelopmental 
disorder is difficult. It almost seems that the easiest way to define “neurodevelopmental 
disorders” is to say that they are complex. But there does seem to be a subset of 
diseases/disorders, including schizophrenia, autism spectrum disorders (ASDs), ADHD, 
bipolar disorder, and major depressive disorder (MDD), to which the label is often 
applied, and which share two general characteristics: their etiologies are multifactorial, 
and these factors interact to give rise to diverse, and often overlapping, phenotypes 
(Cristino et al., 2013). Efforts to develop intervention strategies for neurodevelopmental 
diseases generally focus on one of these shared characteristics; investigating the 
mechanisms of development of a disease (its etiology), or studying the mechanisms 
responsible for the expression of the disease phenotype (its pathophysiology). At the 
most basic level, the questions explored in this dissertation arise from the first of these 
strategies, with a particular focus on the influence of biological sex on these processes. 
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The Multifactorial Etiology of Neurodevelopmental Disorders 
 Recent estimates of the genetic contribution, or heritability, to the etiology of 
neurodevelopmental disorders varies from ~90% and ~80% in ASDs and schizophrenia 
to ~40% in MDD (Sullivan, Neale, & Kendler, 2000). In the case of schizophrenia, the 
lack of any classic Mendelian patterns of inheritance was noted early, and a polygenic 
model was proposed (Shields & Gottesman, 1967). At the same time, while studies of 
identical twins had demonstrated that though schizophrenia was certainly heritable, this 
heritability was incomplete (Shields, Slater, & Gottesman, 1967). Therefore, regardless 
of the nature of the genetic contribution, these factors were incompletely penetrant.  
Independently, environmental factors, such as social class, had been linked to an 
increased prevalence of schizophrenia (Turner & Wagenfeld, 1967). To account for the 
fact that no single causal factor was sufficient to account for schizophrenia, Gottesman 
and Shields proposed a Genes x Environment (GxE) model that highlighted the 
importance of the interaction between a “stressor” (environment) and “stressee” 
(genetic) (Gottesman & Shields, 1973). This model is broadly applicable to 
neurodevelopmental disorders, and these interactions go both ways; the heritability of 
neurodevelopmental disorders is incomplete, and at the same time, there is 
heterogeneity in the responses of different individuals to a specific environmental risk 
factor (Caspi & Moffitt, 2006). 
The developmental origins of adult disease theory, or the Barker hypothesis, 
addressed an important remaining question: how do GxE interactions produce disease 
phenotypes observed in adults (Barker,!1995)? The core principle of the hypothesis is the 
idea of developmental plasticity. There are points in the course of development in which 
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specific processes are plastic and responsive to environmental influences (Barker, 
2007). This plasticity provides an opportunity for an organism to develop phenotypes 
that are most adaptive in a specific environment. For most tissues early development, 
and more specifically prenatal development, is the point at which this plasticity is most 
apparent. There is a rich epidemiological literature characterizing the association of 
maternal stress during periods of pregnancy with premature birth, low birth weight, birth 
defects, and altered neurodevelopment. Many retrospective and prospective clinical 
reports have linked prenatal stressors including natural and manmade disasters, 
bereavement, unwantedness of pregnancy, and reported levels of maternal anxiety or 
depression with an increased incidence of neurodevelopmental disorders, including 
depression, anxiety, schizophrenia, and autism in the offspring (Beversdorf et al., 2005; 
Elias et al., 2004; Khashan et al., 2008; Kinney, Miller, Crowley, Huang, & Gerber, 2008; 
Myhrman, Rantakallio, Isohanni, Jones, & Partanen, 1996; Selten, 1999; van Os & 
Selten, 1998; Watson, Mednick, Huttunen, & Wang, 1999). 
Fetal development is itself highly dynamic, generating a constantly changing set 
of tissue targets that can be affected by a prenatal insult. Therefore, it is unlikely that 
neurodevelopment would be uniformly susceptible to programming across gestation. For 
example, in studies in which maternal stress was initially linked to schizophrenia 
development, the importance of the timing of the insult was found to be the major 
determinant in disease risk where spousal death during early or late pregnancy 
significantly increased risk of offspring schizophrenia (Huttunen & Niskanen, 1978). 
Similarly, offspring of mothers who experienced the death of a first-degree relative 
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during the first trimester were 67% more likely to develop schizophrenia then offspring of 
unaffected mothers (van Os & Selten, 1998; Khashan et al., 2008). 
In addition to the temporal specificity of maternal insult in offspring outcome, fetal 
sex has also been identified as an important factor in determination of disease 
vulnerability. For instance, an increased risk of schizophrenia has been reported for 
offspring of mothers exposed during their first trimester of pregnancy to the 1940 
invasion of The Netherlands (van Os & Selten, 1998). However, the study found an 
interesting interaction between offspring sex and timing of the stress exposure such that 
male but not female offspring exposed in the second trimester to the invasion were also 
at an increased risk of schizophrenia as adults. It has been proposed this effect may be 
due to the slower rate of cortical development in males leading to an extended window 
of sensitivity to the insult (Weinstock, 2007). A similar relationship was identified in 18-
year-old students exposed to a severe earthquake in utero where there was found to be 
an overall effect of the maternal stress to increase offspring depressive symptoms, but 
males exposed to the earthquake during the second trimester showed the greatest 
levels of severe depression (Watson et al., 1999). This again supports both a temporal 
specificity as well as an involvement of offspring sex in the susceptibility and/or 
presentation of disease.  
 
Transgenerational Effects 
 The heritability of neurodevelopmental disorders may derive not only from 
genetic factors, but also from non-mendelian epigenetic mechanisms. Early life is an 
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important window during which the environment can program changes in 
neurodevelopment. It may also serve as a time when the environment can program 
phenotypes that persist transgenerationally. A transgenerational impact specific to 
maternal stress has not yet been reported in human studies. However, because 
enduring malnutrition is inherently stressful, it may be difficult to determine whether 
transgenerational metabolic effects that develop as a result of famine are a 
consequence of stress or malnutrition. In addition to metabolic phenotypes, studies of 
the Dutch Hunger Winters revealed consequences of exposure on neurodevelopment, 
including stress sensitivity and risk of schizophrenia (Brown & Susser, 2008). 
Interestingly, second generation female offspring had overall poorer health as adults 
when their mothers were exposed to famine in utero, and though the statistical power of 
the study was insufficient to detect effects on specific phenotypes, outcomes associated 
with mental health were included in their definition of “health” (Painter et al., 2008). 
These findings highlight two aspects of transgenerational effects that can be influenced 
by sex: 1) traits may be transmitted specifically along the maternal or paternal lineage, 
and 2) traits may be inherited or expressed by only male or female offspring.  
 
Modeling the Neurodevelopmental Programming Effects of Prenatal Stress 
Neurodevelopmental disorders are diagnosed based on a patient’s 
symptomology, but individuals with the same disorder often display very different 
symptoms. At the same time, there is a high degree of overlap in phenotype between 
different disorders; an individual’s diagnosis may even change over their lifetime 
(Mitchell, 2011). This overlap between different diagnosed disorders extends to their 
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etiology. Several genetic variants originally associated with schizophrenia were later 
linked to ASD or bipolar disorder (Sullivan et al., 2012; Guilmatre et al., 2009). In 
addition, there is significant familial comorbidity between schizophrenia, bipolar 
disorders, and MDD (Steinhausen et al., 2009). While these characteristics increase the 
complexity of designing studies in humans, they suggest that studies in animal models 
have broad applicability across neurodevelopmental disease. After all, a mouse cannot 
be diagnosed with schizophrenia or ASD. Instead, we investigate intermediate 
phenotypes, or endophenotypes, thought to underlie disease pathophysiology, which are 
shared across neurodevelopmental disorders (Walters & Owen, 2007).  
Animal models allow us to establish causal relationships between specific 
aspects of the early-life environment and these endophenotypes. In addition, we can use 
animal models to identify the molecular mechanisms through which environmental 
factors program disease resilience or vulnerability. In mice, rats, guinea pigs, and 
nonhuman primates prenatal stress has been shown to result in stress dysregulation, 
anxiety and depressive-like behaviors, and cognitive deficits, all endophenotypes 
associated with neuropsychiatric disease (Lemaire et al., 2000; Schneider et al., 2002; 
Weinstock, 2001; Darnaudery & Maccari, 2008; Kapoor & Matthews, 2005; Kapoor et al., 
2009; Mueller & Bale, 2007, 2008). As in human studies, specific offspring outcomes 
have varied depending upon stressors utilized, timing of the stress event during 
pregnancy, and sex of the offspring. 
Our lab has utilized a chronic variable stress (CVS) paradigm in mice to compare 
the programming effects of maternal stress experience across early, mid or late 
pregnancy on offspring stress sensitivity (Mueller & Bale, 2007, 2008). These studies not 
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only defined the temporal specificity of prenatal stress effects, but also identified sex-
specific offspring outcomes. CVS early in pregnancy (EPS) increased immobility in both 
the tail suspension and forced swim tests specifically in male offspring (Mueller & Bale, 
2008). EPS exposure also affected the programming of offspring stress neurocircuitry, 
as prenatally stressed males exhibited a more female-typical elevated peak 
corticosterone levels in response to a restraint stress. This effect was associated with 
elevated limbic corticotropin-releasing factor, reduced hippocampal glucocorticoid 
receptor expression, and with corresponding alterations in CpG dinucleotide methylation 
within the promoters of these two genes. There were also sex-specific effects of EPS on 
performance in the Barnes maze, a spatial learning and memory task (Mueller & Bale, 
2007). Early CVS exposed males took significantly longer then control males to 
complete the task, and utilized more female-typical learning strategies. Overall, EPS 
males displayed dysmasculinized patterns of stress physiology, behavior, and cognitive 
performance, pointing to a potential disruption in normal brain masculinization.  
 
Sexual Differentiation of the Male Brain 
Biological sex is a strong predictor of many aspects of neurodevelopmental 
disorders, including prevalence, presentation, and therapeutic outcomes. Sex 
differences in health outcomes are not limited to neurodevelopmental disease; instead, 
the importance of sex has been highlighted in immune-related diseases, many cancers, 
and coronary heart disease as examples (Goldstein, Handa, & Tobet, 2014; Ober et al., 
2008; Voskuhl, 2011; Yeh & Chen, 2010). Recognition of these sex-biases in disease is 
leading to investigations into the molecular processes underlying sexual differentiation of 
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cells and tissues. The male brain is organized in a sex specific manner by a surge of 
testes-synthesized testosterone during the perinatal period. In appropriate cell 
populations this testosterone is converted to estrogen by a neuronal-specific aromatase 
where it acts through estrogen receptors to masculinize and defeminize the neural 
substrate. This organized substrate is then activated by adult gonadal hormone levels to 
express an appropriate sex-specific behavior and physiology (Arnold & Gorski,1984; 
McCarthy et al., 2009b; Phoenix et al., 1959). 
In addition to programming fundamental sex specific behaviors like reproductive 
and territorial behaviors in rodents, organizational testosterone establishes sex 
differences in stress neurocircuitry. For example, PN1 gonadectomy of male rats results 
in adults with elevated corticosterone response to restraint stress, an effect that can be 
reversed with testosterone treatment from PN1-PN5 (Bingham & Viau, 2008). Similarly, 
a PN1 injection of testosterone in female rats reduces adult corticosterone responses to 
a noise stress (Seale et al., 2005). In addition to effects on HPA axis sensitivity, our lab 
has shown that perinatal testosterone can masculinize stress coping strategies in female 
mice. In the marble burying test males generally show active coping strategies (burying) 
while females show more passive strategies (avoidance). Perinatal testosterone 
masculinizes female performance leading to a greater number of marbles buried 
compared to vehicle treated females (Goel & Bale, 2008b). 
NCBI's RefSeq project has currently annotated approximately 20,000 protein 
coding genes in both the human and mouse genome. Of these, fewer then 200, or about 
1%, are on the Y chromosome and not shared by males and females (Pruitt et al., 2014). 
Thus, the sex-biased expression of this shared genetic substrate must be an integral 
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component of the sexual differentiation of a tissue. Evidence for this can be found in the 
extent to which sex differences exist in the transcriptomes of various tissues, with 55-
72% of the active genes in muscle, adipose, and liver tissue displaying sex-biased 
expression (Yang, 2006). The ability of miRNAs to regulate a large number of genes with 
a high degree of specificity and control makes them perfectly poised to play key roles in 
sexually dimorphic programs of gene expression. 
 
microRNA biogenesis and function 
miRNAs are small non-coding RNAs that regulate post-transcriptional gene 
expression by affecting the stability or translational efficiency of specific mRNA targets. 
The majority of miRNAs are organized in clusters within the genome, and are co-
transcribed as single long poly-cistronic primary transcripts (pri-miRNAs) that are 
multiple kilobases in length (Bartel, 2004). The transcription of these pri-miRNAs is RNA 
polymerase II dependent, and regulated by the same mechanisms as mRNAs (Krol et 
al., 2010). Also similar to mRNAs, pri-miRNAs undergo 5’ capping and 3’ 
polyadenylation (Cai et al., 2004) . Portions of the pri-miRNA folds back on itself to form 
a distinct stem-loop structure. In the nucleus, a Drosha-containing microprocessor 
cleaves the pri-miRNA at the base of this ‘stem,’ generating a 60–70 bp precursor (pre)-
miRNA (Bartel, 2004). Other miRNAs, termed mirtrons, are located within introns of 
mRNAs, and are co-transcribed with their host gene (Krol et al., 2010; Ruby et al., 
2007). Mirtrons bypass Drosha processing, and instead use mRNA splicing machinery to 
generate pre-miRNAs (Ruby et al., 2007). In the cytosol, Dicer processes pre-miRNAs 
into double stranded 22 bp miRNA duplexes, and assists in loading one of the strands of 
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a duplex (the guide strand) into the Argonaute-containing RNA-induced silencing 
complex (known as the RISC complex). Argonaute proteins act at the interface between 
miRNAs and their target mRNAs to mediate the functional consequences of these 
interactions (Höck & Meister, 2008). There are four different Argonaute proteins found in 
mammals, Argo 1–4, though 60% of miRNA-associated RISC complexes contain Argo 2, 
the only Argonaute with endonuclease activity (Höck & Meister, 2008; Wang et al., 
2012). Mature miRNAs guide the RISC complex to the 3’ UTR of mRNAs, providing 
target specificity through partial sequence homology, and typically resulting in mRNA 
destabilization and degradation (Filipowicz et al., 2008; Guo et al., 2010; Bartel, 2009). 
Thus, a typical rule is that with an increase in miRNA expression, you see a concordant 
decrease in the target mRNA.  
miRNAs act as major components of an integrated gene expression regulatory 
mechanism (Hah et al., 2011). One genome-wide bioinformatics study annotated more 
than 45,000 conserved miRNA binding sites in the 3’ UTR of 60% of human genes 
(Friedman et al., 2009). In addition, each miRNA can directly target more than a hundred 
different mRNA targets, making this mode of regulation far-reaching and capable of 
profound programmatic effects (Baek et al., 2008; Selbach et al., 2008). For example, 
more than 600 distinct mRNA targets were identified by Argonaute immunoprecipitation 
following miR-124 overexpression in MCF-7 cells, an immortalized breast cancer cell line 
(Hendrickson et al., 2009). Interestingly, the presence of a miRNA does not necessarily 
result in the complete absence of expression of target transcripts. In fact, in two separate 
proteomic studies the transfection or deletion of a single miRNA (including miR-1, miR-
16, miR-30a, miR-155, miR-124, miR-223, or Let-7b) affected the production of 
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hundreds of proteins. However, the magnitude of these effects on individual proteins 
was modest (1–2 fold changes) effects (Baek et al., 2008; Selbach et al., 2008). These 
data support a model of miRNA function proposed by Bartel and Chen, in which they 
described a functional group of mRNA targets, termed “tuning targets” that have taken 
advantage of the miRNA environment and machinery to develop an additional level of 
regulation (Bartel & Chen, 2004). This provides a cell with a greater ability to modulate 
gene expression in response to a continuously changing environment.  
 
Overview of Dissertation 
 The work in this dissertation identifies sexual differentiation of the brain as a point 
of sex-specific vulnerability to the multigenerational programming effects of early 
prenatal stress. Paternal (F1) prenatal stress exposure attenuates the perinatal 
testosterone surge, leading to dysmasculinized physiology, including increased stress 
sensitivity, in second-generation (F2) male offspring. Further, we reveal a novel role for 
the miRNA environment in programming the neurodevelopmental effects of paternal 
stress exposure and, more generally, in organizing the sexually dimorphic brain. Finally, 
we empirically map miRNA recognition elements across the transcriptome of the 
neonatal hypothalamus and identify a network of genes targeted by organizational 
estrogen with functional relevance to sexual differentiation of the brain. Together these 
findings point to a developmental window of susceptibility during which the programming 
effects of early prenatal stress exposure may manifest. As such, identifying sex-specific 
developmental processes affected during this window, such as the dynamic changes in 
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the miRNA environment we have highlighted, may lead to novel therapeutic targets or 
biomarkers predictive for neurodevelopmental disorders.   
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CHAPTER 2: Early Prenatal Stress Epigenetically Programs 
Dysmasculinization in Second-Generation Offspring Via the Paternal 
Lineage 
Christopher P. Morgan and Tracy L. Bale 
This work was originally published in J Neurosci (2011), 31(33), 11748–11755. 
 
Introduction 
Epidemiological studies have linked prenatal stress to increases in the incidence 
of neurodevelopmental disorders, including schizophrenia and autism spectrum 
disorders, associations that are often sex-dependent (Huttunen and Niskanen, 1978; van 
Os and Selten, 1998; Khashan et al., 2008; Kinney et al., 2008). These diseases often 
display sex differences in prevalence, presentation, or therapeutic outcomes (Bale et al., 
2010). While many factors likely contribute to these differences, sex-specific responses 
to fetal antecedents are likely involved (Weinstock, 2007).  
We have previously identified early gestation as a specific window of sensitivity 
during which male mice were susceptible to the programming effects of maternal stress. 
These males exhibited physiological and behavioral stress-sensitivity and cognitive 
deficits, which are endophenotypes associated with human neuropsychiatric disease. In 
addition, these changes reduced or disrupted established sex-differences by 
dysmasculinizing male offspring measures of stress responsivity (Mueller and Bale, 
2007, 2008). Similar disruptions of sex differences in behavior, morphology, and gene 
expression profiles have previously been reported in studies utilizing prenatal stress 
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paradigms across multiple species (Ward, 1972; Meisel et al., 1979; Reznikov et al., 
1999; Biala et al., 2010; Kapoor and Matthews, 2005). The organizational/activational 
hypothesis of brain development suggests that a surge of gonadal hormones organize 
the brain in a sexually dimorphic manner during the perinatal sensitive period. Then in 
adulthood, gonadal hormones can activate this organized neurocircuitry to express 
appropriate sex-specific behavioral phenotypes, including stress axis responsivity 
(Phoenix et al., 1959; Arnold and Gorski, 1984; Seale et al., 2005; Bingham and Viau, 
2008). The disruption of sex-differences identified in our model suggests that early 
prenatal stress alters the trajectory of neurodevelopment during the perinatal period.  
Fetal antecedents likely contribute to adult disease through programming 
changes in the epigenome. Examples of this phenomenon are emerging in human 
studies. For example, infants with prenatal exposure to maternal depression or anxious 
mood exhibited increased glucocorticoid methylation, which was associated with a 
heightened cortisol response to a mild stressor (Oberlander et al., 2008). Such 
programming effects may transmit to subsequent generations, predisposing offspring to 
disease. Animal models have clearly established a role for epigenetics in 
transgenerational phenotypic inheritance following exposure to environmental factors 
such as maternal stress, diet, and endocrine disruptors (Dunn and Bale, 2009; Franklin 
et al., 2010; Guerrero-Bosagna et al., 2010; Skinner, 2011). Importantly, in rodent 
models, inheritance of a phenotype through the paternal lineage excludes confounding 
effects of the maternal intrauterine environment and postnatal rearing behavior, and 
indicates gametic epigenetic transmission (Youngson and Whitelaw, 2008). These 
phenomena raise the interesting possibility that the heritability observed in 
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neurodevelopmental diseases could be the product of both classic genetic and non-
mendelian, or epigenetic, mechanisms (Maher, 2008; Slatkin, 2009). Therefore, we 
utilized our mouse model to determine epigenetic programming effects and the 
transmission of a dysmasculinized phenotype to second-generation (F2) male offspring 
via the paternal lineage, eventually focusing mechanistically on analysis of the miRNA 
environment as a form of transcriptional regulation with broad potential to impact 
developmental processes. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Animals 
All dams bred for gestational stress studies were virgin, experimentally naïve 
C57Bl/6:129 F1 hybrid 5 wk old mice purchased from the Jackson laboratory. Offspring 
from these breedings were used to generate the second-generation (F2) litters for 
transgenerational studies. Justification for using a hybrid background strain in these 
studies is related to stress responsivity phenotypes and physiology. C57Bl/6 are 
extremely low stress responders and display low levels of maternal care, making them 
poor choices for studies focusing on neurodevelopment. While 129 mice are great stress 
responders and show high levels of quality maternal care, they frequently lack a fully 
formed corpus callosum and are poor performers in behavioral tests, especially learning 
and memory tasks. However, the combination of these two strains produces a hybrid 
vigor that has served our research well with predictable stress responses, behavioral 
outcomes, and sex differences in stress physiology and behavioral tests (Mueller and 
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Bale, 2006, 2007, 2008). Pregnancy was established by confirmation of a copulation 
plug (checked for each morning between 7-8 am). Presence of a copulation plug 
denoted experimental day 1 for early prenatal stress exposure. The pregnant female 
was individually housed, given a cotton nestlet, and randomly assigned to a stress 
treatment or control group. Food (Purina Rodent Chow; 28.1% protein, 59.8% 
carbohydrate, 12.1% fat) and water was provided ad libitum throughout the study. All 
studies were performed according to experimental protocols approved by the University 
of Pennsylvania Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee, and all procedures were 
conducted in accordance with institutional guidelines. 
Early Prenatal Stress (EPS) 
Administration of chronic variable stress was performed as described previously 
(Mueller and Bale, 2006). Briefly, pregnant dams were randomly assigned to either an 
experimental treatment group to receive chronic variable stress during gestation days 1-
7, or to a control non-stressed treatment group. Pregnant dams assigned to the stress 
group experienced a different stressor on each of the seven days. Stressors included: 36 
hrs constant light, 15 min of fox odor exposure (1:10,000 2,4,5-trimethylthiazole, Acros 
Organics), novel objects in cage overnight (eight marbles of similar size and color), 5 
min restraint stress in a 50 ml conical tube, novel white noise overnight (Sleep machine, 
Brookstone), multiple cage changes, and water saturated bedding overnight. These mild 
stressors were selected to be non-habituating and to not induce pain. We previously 
demonstrated that this chronic variable stress paradigm does not affect maternal food or 
water intake, weight gain, gestation length, litter size, or post-partum maternal behaviors 
(Mueller and Bale, 2006).  
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Offspring 
To determine if the dysmasculinized stress-sensitive phenotype identified in first-
generation (F1) prenatally stressed males could be transmitted through the paternal 
lineage to second-generation (F2) offspring, F1 control or prenatally stressed males 
were bred with F1 control females to generate F2 control litters (F2-C n = 9 litters, n = 69 
total animals) or F2 stress litters (F2-S n = 9 litters, n = 59 total animals). Molecular, 
physiological, morphological, and behavioral correlates of the dysmasculinized stress-
sensitive phenotype were then tested in these F2 offspring. All experimental n’s 
described throughout the manuscript refer to litter n’s 
Postnatal day one (PN1) brain expression analysis 
To explore mechanisms through which the F1 dysmasculinized stress-sensitive 
phenotype may be programmed in the F2 generation, we examined whole brain gene 
expression in male and female neonates at birth, a period critical for the organization of 
the sexually dimorphic brain by gonadal hormones. One male and one female neonate 
per litter were sacrificed on the day of parturition. Whole brains were dissected, frozen in 
liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80°C prior to assay. Neonate sex was confirmed by SRY 
genotyping of tail genomic DNA as previously described (Mueller and Bale, 2008). 
Whole brains were sonicated in TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) and total RNA was isolated 
according to manufacturer’s protocol. 
Custom Taqman qRT-PCR Array 
250 ng of total RNA from PN1 brains was reverse transcribed to cDNA using the 
High-Capacity cDNA reverse transcriptase kit (Applied Biosystems). Expression levels of 
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93 genes important in neurodevelopment were determined using a custom Taqman 
array (F2-C n = 4, F2-S n = 3, and F2-C n = 4) (Applied Biosystems). Analysis 
was performed using the comparative Ct method. 18S rRNA was used as an 
endogenous loading control. Expression levels of each sample were normalized to the 
average F2-C expression level. 
miRNA Taqman qRT-PCR Array 
500 ng of total RNA from PN1 brain was reverse transcribed to cDNA using 
Megaplex RT pool A primers and Multiscribe reverse transcriptase (Applied biosystems). 
Expression levels of 239 miRNAs were determined using the Taqman Array MicroRNA 
card A Array (F2-C n = 5, F2-S n = 3, and F2-C n = 5) (Applied Biosystems). 
Analysis was performed using the comparative Ct method. For each sample, the 
average of the Ct values of sno135 and sno202 was used as an endogenous loading 
control. Expression levels of each sample were normalized to the average F2-C 
expression level. 
qRT-PCR of predicted miRNA target transcripts 
Predicted miRNA targets were identified using the web-based algorithm miRDB 
(Wang, 2008; Wang and El Naqa, 2008). Expression of mRNAs that were shared 
predicted targets of miRNAs identified as significantly changed by early prenatal stress, 
and with potential relevance to disease mechanisms, were assayed by Taqman qRT-
PCR (Applied Biosystems). GAPDH was used as an endogenous loading control. 
Samples were run in triplicate, and expression was determined using the comparative Ct 
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method. Expression levels of each sample were normalized to the average F2-C 
expression level. 
F2 physiological and behavioral measures 
For each test, one female and one male per litter were examined to avoid litter 
effects. An investigator blind to animal treatment group and sex performed scoring of 
behavioral tests. 
Tail Suspension Test (TST)  
The TST was performed as previously described to examine active versus 
passive stress coping strategies (Steru et al., 1985). Mice were secured to a rod by 
adhesive tape placed approximately 1 cm from the tip of the tail, and suspended 50 cm 
from the bench-top in a visually isolated area (F2-C n = 7, F2-S n = 7, F2-C n = 8, 
and F2-S n = 6). Immobility time, defined as the absence of all movement except for 
whisker movement or respiration, was scored for the 6 min test session.  
Barnes Maze 
As a test with predictable sex-differences in outcome measures of learning and 
memory, we conducted the Barnes maze (F2-C n = 7, F2-S n = 7, F2-C n = 9, 
and F2-C n = 9) as previously described (Mueller and Bale, 2007). Briefly, the maze 
consists of a black circular disk (90 cm in diameter) with 24 holes evenly spaced around 
its perimeter. An escape box is located under one of the holes. The location of the 
escape box remains constant throughout training. The disk is elevated 70 cm above the 
floor and situated in a room with white walls containing 3 distinct visual cues around the 
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perimeter of the maze. All mice were trained on the maze 2 trials/day for 3 days. Trials 
within each day were separated by 4 hrs. To begin each trial, the mouse was placed 
under a glass beaker in the center of the maze for 15 sec prior to trial start. Latency to 
identify the target escape box was determined. Each trial was terminated when the 
mouse located and entered the target escape box or after 4 min elapsed. If the mouse 
did not successfully locate the target box, the investigator guided the mouse to the target 
and a latency to target of 240 sec was assigned.  
HPA response to restraint stress  
The HPA axis response to acute stress was measured by exposing adult F2 mice 
to a 15 min restraint in a 50 ml conical tube (F2-C n = 7, F2-S n = 7, F2-C n = 7, 
and F2-C n = 9). Testing occurred 2-5 hrs following lights on. Blood samples were 
collected from a tail nick at four time points: 1) time 0, immediately upon removal from 
the cage, 2) time 15, immediately after the restraint stress, 3) time 30, following 15 min 
recovery in the home cage, 4) time 90, following 75 min recovery in the home cage. 
Samples were collected into EDTA-treated tubes, centrifuged, and plasma was stored at 
-80°C until corticosterone levels were measured by radioimmunoassay (MP 
Biomedicals). The minimum detection limit of the assay was 7.7 ng/ml, and the intrassay 
coefficient of variation was 7.1%. 
Morphology 
One experimentally naïve male and female per litter were sacrificed as adults 
(F2-C n = 7, F2-S n = 7, and F2-C n = 9). Anogenital distances and left testis 
weights were obtained in males. 
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Effects of an aromatase inhibitor on the neonatal brain miRNA 
environment  
Formestane administration 
To examine the influence of organizational estradiol on the neonatal brain miRNA 
environment, a separate cohort of C57Bl/6:129 control pups were treated with an 
aromatase inhibitor or vehicle on the morning following parturition. Male pups were 
randomly assigned to receive 20 µg of formestane (Sigma-Aldrich) in 20 µl sesame oil 
with 10% ethanol (n = 7 from 6 litters) or vehicle injections (n = 7 from 6 litters). This 
dose, after adapting for differences in rat versus mouse neonate weight, was previously 
shown to reduce male hypothalamic estrogen to female levels (Amateau et al., 2004). All 
female pups received vehicle injections (n = 8 from 5 litters). Injections were 
administered subcutaneously between the shoulders, and the injection site was treated 
with New Skin liquid bandage to prevent leakage.  
miRNA expression analysis 
Pups were sacrificed 24 hrs after treatment (PN2). Whole brains were dissected, 
frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80°C prior to assay. Neonate sex was confirmed 
by SRY genotyping of tail genomic DNA as previously described (Mueller and Bale, 
2008). Whole brains were sonicated in TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) and total RNA was 
isolated according to manufacturer’s protocol. 500 ng of total RNA from PN2 brain was 
reverse transcribed to cDNA using Megaplex RT pool A primers and Multiscribe reverse 
transcriptase (Applied Biosystems). Expression levels of 239 miRNAs were determined 
using the Taqman Array MicroRNA card A Array (Applied Biosystems). Analysis was 
performed using the comparative Ct method. For each sample, the average of the Ct 
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values of sno135 and sno202 was used as an endogenous loading control. Expression 
levels of each sample were normalized to the average expression level of vehicle-
treated males. 
Statistics 
An investigator blind to animal treatment group and sex conducted all studies 
and analyses. Either only one male and female from a litter was used for a test or assay, 
or values were averaged across littermates to control for litter effects where identified in 
methods. We tested the null hypothesis that early prenatal stress exposed males could 
not transmit their dysmasculinized stress-sensitive phenotype to their second-generation 
offspring. Morphological measures and immobility in the TST were analyzed by one-
tailed student’s t-test, testing for effects identified in early prenatal stress exposed (F1) 
sires. Barnes maze performance and corticosterone response to restraint was analyzed 
by one-way ANOVA for paternal (F1) prenatal stress exposure, and trial or time as 
repeated measure, respectively. miRNA and gene target expression in F2-C, F2-S, 
and F2-C PN1 whole brains was analyzed by one-way ANOVA, using student’s t-tests 
for post hoc analysis. miRNA expression data in control or formestane-treated brains 
were analyzed by hierarchical clustering of samples, using Pearson correlation as a 
metric. Treatment effects on individual miRNAs were identified by two-tailed student’s t-
tests. Heatmaps and hierarchical clustering was performed using MultiExperiment 
Viewer (TM4.org). All other statistics were performed using JMP8 (SAS).  
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Results 
F2 gene expression analysis during the perinatal sensitive period 
F2 Postnatal day one (PN1) brain gene expression analysis 
To explore mechanisms through which the F1 dysmasculinized stress-sensitive 
phenotype may be programmed in the F2 generation, we examined brain gene 
expression in male and female neonates at birth, a period critical for the organization of 
the sexually dimorphic brain by gonadal hormones. Expression data for individual genes 
are presented in Table 2-1. These data are also displayed in a heatmap to highlight the 
broad similarities in gene expression that exist between F2-S♂ and F2-C♀ relative to 
F2-C♂ (Fig. 2-1A). Mean F2-S♂ expression of the 17 genes that display significant 
basal sex differences in PN1 whole brain are plotted on a continuum between average 
F2-C♂ and F2-C♀ expression (Fig. 2-1B). In F2-S♂, 13 of these 17 genes displayed 
expression levels closer to F2-C♀ than to F2-C♂ levels. 
To identify potential mediators of the program of dysmasculinized gene 
expression, we assayed the F2 PN1 brain expression of aromatase, ERα, and ERβ, 
known effectors of masculinization during the perinatal sensitive period (Fig. 2-1C). 
While there was no significant effect of group on aromatase  [F(2, 10)=0.69; p=0.70] or 
ERα levels [F(2, 10)=1.51; p=0.27], ERβ expression was elevated in F2-S♂ compared to 
F2-C♂ [F(2, 10)=4.23; p=0.05].  
F2 Postnatal day one (PN1) brain expression of miRNA and predicted targets 
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To identify potential alternative mediators of a program of dysmasculinized gene 
expression in F2-S males, the F2 PN1 brain miRNA environment was assayed. miRNAs 
with expression levels that displayed a statistically significant effect of group are 
displayed in Table 2-2. The expression of three of these miRNAs: miR-322, miR-574-3p, 
and miR-873, appeared dysmasculinized in F2-S♂ (Fig. 2-1D). 
To determine if miRNA changes in F2 PN1 brains were associated with altered 
expression of target transcripts, expression of genes that were shared predicted targets 
of miRNAs identified as significantly changed by early prenatal stress, and with potential 
relevance to disease mechanisms, were assayed by Taqman qRT-PCR. β-glycan was 
the only predicted target of all three dysmasculinized miRNAs (miR-322, miR-574-3p, 
and miR-873). There was significantly greater expression of β-glycan in F2-S♂ then in 
F2-C♂ [F(2, 10)=4.99; p=0.03] (Fig. 2-1D). There was also significantly greater expression 
of Reep3, the shared predicted target of miR-302b and miR-28, in F2-S♂ (1.23±0.11) 
compared to F2-C♀ (0.91±0.06)  [F(2, 10)=4.64; p=0.04]. There were no significant 
differences in expression of the additional predicted targets of miR-322 and miR-873, 
Plxna2 [F(2, 10)=0.72; p=0.51] and Prkar2a [F(2, 10)=0.23; p=0.23], or of the predicted 
targets of miR-28 and miR-302b, Unk [F(2, 10)=0.37; p=0.70] and Hif1an [F(2, 10)=0.68; 
p=0.53].  
Analysis of adult F2 behavior and physiology 
F2 Adult male morphology 
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To assess the degree to which paternal (F1) prenatal stress exposure affects 
morphological measures of masculinization, we examined male anogenital distances 
and testis weights (Fig. 2-2A and 2-2B). F2-S♂ had reduced anogenital distances [one-
tail t=2.7; p=0.01] and reduced testis weights [one-tail t=1.97; p=0.04]. 
F2 Adult behavior 
To determine if prenatal stressed males (F1) could transmit their 
dysmasculinized stress-sensitive phenotype to F2 offspring, we examined F2 adult 
performance in the TST and Barnes maze. F2-S♂ spent significantly more time 
immobile then F2-C♂ (one-tailed t(12)=1.85, p=0.04) (Fig. 2-2C). There was no 
corresponding increase in F2-S♀ immobility relative to F2-C♀ (one-tailed t(12)=0.17, 
p=0.44) (Fig. 2-2D). Analyzing Barnes maze performance, there was no statistically 
significant between subjects effect of paternal (F1) prenatal stress exposure in males 
[F(1, 9)=0.09; p=0.40]. As expected, there was a significant within subjects effect of time 
[F(5,5)=6.91; p=0.03] (Fig. 2-2E). In females, there was also no significant between-
subjects effect of paternal (F1) prenatal stress exposure [F(1, 11)=0.03; p=0.57], and again 
there was a  significant within-subjects effect of time [F(5,7)=4.34; p=0.02] (Fig. 2-2F).  
F2 Adult HPA stress axis 
To examine the impact of paternal (F1) prenatal stress exposure on F2 offspring 
HPA axis sensitivity, we examined corticosterone levels in response to a 15 min restraint 
stress. In males, there was no significant between-subjects effect of paternal prenatal 
stress exposure on corticosterone levels  [F(1,12)=0.96; p=0.35], but there was a 
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significant within-subjects effect of time [F(3,10)=51.0; p<0.0001] (Figure 2-2G). In 
females, as in males, there was no significant between-subjects effect of paternal 
prenatal stress exposure on corticosterone response  [F(1,14)=0.89; p=0.36], though there 
was a significant within-subjects effect of time [F(3,12)=33.5; p<0.0001] (Figure 2-2H). 
Effects of formestane treatment on the neonatal miRNA environment 
To determine the role of organizational gonadal hormones in the regulation of the 
neonatal brain miRNA environment, we assayed changes in brain miRNA complement 
24 hrs following a PN1 injection of the aromatase inhibitor, formestane. These data are 
displayed in a heatmap (Fig. 2-3). Hierarchical clustering analysis using Pearson 
correlation as a metric successfully segregated male vehicle samples from formestane-
treated male and female vehicle samples, while it was unable to distinguish between 
formestane-treated male and vehicle treated female samples (Fig. 2-3). Formestane 
significantly increased expression of miR-143 [t(12)=3.0, p=0.02], miR-152 [t(12)=3.69, 
p=0.005], miR-18a [t(12)=2.35, p=0.04], miR-298 [t(12)=2.24, p=0.05], miR-301b [t(12)=2.29, 
p=0.04], miR-34a [t(12)=2.65, p=0.03], miR-362-3p [t(12)=2.79, p=0.02], miR-365 
[t(12)=2.75, p=0.02], miR-384-3p [t(12)=3.34, p=0.007], miR-448 [t(12)=2.47, p=0.03], miR-
451 [t(12)=2.57, p=0.03], and miR-674 [t(12)=2.38, p=0.04]. Formestane significantly 
reduced expression of miR-133b [t(12)=4.16, p=0.002], miR-15a [t(12)=2.23, p=0.05], miR-
467c [t(12)=2.47, p=0.03], and miR-671-3p [t(12)=2.54, p=0.04]. 
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Discussion 
Epidemiological studies have linked sex-biased neurodevelopmental disorders, 
including autism and schizophrenia, with prenatal stress (Huttunen and Niskanen, 1978; 
van Os and Selten, 1998; Khashan et al., 2008; Kinney et al., 2008). Animal models of 
prenatal and postnatal stress have provided insight into sensitive periods and sex-
specific vulnerabilities related to neurodevelopmental disorder etiology (Champagne and 
Meaney, 2007; Mueller and Bale, 2007; Kapoor and Matthews, 2008; Mueller and Bale, 
2008; Cottrell and Seckl, 2009; Biala et al., 2010; Eiland and McEwen, 2010; Ivy et al., 
2010; Korosi et al., 2010). We previously identified early gestation as a period sensitive 
to the sex-specific programming effects of prenatal stress in which male offspring 
showed a dysmasculinized phenotype in behavioral and physiological stress measures 
as adults (Mueller and Bale, 2007, 2008). As certain disease outcomes persist into 
subsequent generations, we examined the paternal transmission and programming of 
the prenatal stress induced dysmasculinized phenotype in second-generation (F2) 
offspring. 
F2 brain gene expression was examined during the perinatal sensitive period to 
identify mechanisms of a disruption in masculinization in the F2 male brain. This period 
is critical for the organization of the sexually dimorphic brain by gonadal hormones. 
Using a custom Taqman qRT-PCR Array for genes involved in neurodevelopment, we 
observed a broad shift in expression from a male-typical to a more female-typical pattern 
in the F2 male offspring of prenatally stressed sires (F2-S). In F2-S male PN1 brains, 13 
of 17 genes with statistical sex differences displayed expression levels closer to F2-C 
females than to F2 control (F2-C) male levels. These data correlate with diminished sex 
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differences previously reported in adult hippocampal gene expression of prenatally 
stressed rats, supporting the hypothesis that disrupted masculinization during the 
perinatal sensitive period may be a mechanism through which paternal (F1) prenatal 
stress exposure impacts F2 offspring development (Biala et al., 2010).  
Sex differences in gene expression result from combinations of chromosomal 
and hormonal effects. The male brain is organized in a sex-specific manner by a surge 
of testosterone during the perinatal sensitive period (Phoenix et al., 1959; McCarthy et 
al., 2009a). Testosterone is converted to estradiol by a neuronal-specific aromatase 
where it alters gene expression to masculinize and defeminize neurocircuitry through the 
estrogen receptors ERα  and ERβ. We examined the expression of these primary 
effectors to determine if their dysregulation was associated with the broad shift in gene 
expression observed in F2-S males.  While aromatase expression was unchanged, both 
ERα  and ERβ appeared upregulated, an effect suggestive of reduced ligand availability 
supporting a hypothesis for decreased perinatal testosterone in F2-S males. To identify 
potential alternative mediators of the dysmasculinized gene expression in F2-S males, 
we examined the PN1 brain miRNA environment. miRNAs are small noncoding RNAs 
involved in the post-transcriptional regulation of genes (Bartel, 2009). Interestingly, a 
single miRNA may interact with up to a hundred target transcripts, potentially regulating 
critical gene families involved in early neurodevelopment. We identified 3 miRNAs 
whose expression appeared dysmasculinized in F2-S males, and 2 miRNAs that showed 
a significant effect of paternal (F1) prenatal stress. Several of these miRNAs have 
known functions in peripheral tissues (Caruso et al., 2010; Ghosh et al., 2010; Qin et al., 
2010). To determine if these changes had functional consequences on gene expression, 
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we identified predicted gene targets utilizing the web-based algorithm miRDB (Wang, 
2008; Wang and El Naqa, 2008). Only one gene, β-glycan (TGFβr3), was a shared 
predicted target of all 3 dysmasculinized miRNAs. As would be predicted based on the 
reduced expression of miR-322, miR-574-3p, and miR-873, β-glycan expression was 
significantly increased in the F2-S male PN1 brain. Beta-glycan is a member of the 
TGFβ superfamily expressed in adult brain, pituitary, and gonadal tissues where it acts 
as an accessory protein, binding other TGFβ isoforms, such as inhibin A, and increasing 
their receptor affinity (Lewis et al., 2000; MacConell et al., 2002). Interestingly, in 
pituitary gonadotrophs and gonadal leydig or theca cells, β-glycan is involved in 
regulating the release of gonadal hormones (MacConell et al., 2002; Chapman and 
Woodruff, 2003; Wiater et al., 2009). As a role for β-glycan in neurodevelopment has not 
been identified, our data suggest that it may serve an unappreciated role in the 
organization of the sexually dimorphic brain.  
As an additional physiological marker programmed by perinatal testosterone, 
adult male anogenital distances were measured (Scott et al., 2008). As predicted, F2-S 
males showed a significantly reduced anogenital distance and adult testis weights, 
supportive of decreased testosterone exposure during the perinatal sensitive period. 
Interestingly, studies examining prenatal stress during late pregnancy have also reported 
decreased perinatal testosterone, adult anogenital distance, and testes weight in rats 
(Dahlof et al., 1978; Ward and Weisz, 1980). It is important to note that we are 
examining these measures in F2 animals that were not themselves exposed to any 
prenatal manipulation. Thus, these data suggest that reduced exposure to organizational 
hormones during the perinatal sensitive period is a common marker of gestational stress 
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experience, and that this effect can be transmitted along the paternal lineage to F2 male 
offspring. Of translational importance, male schizophrenics have been reported to 
display reduced circulating testosterone and disruptions in brain masculinization (Gur et 
al., 2004; Goldstein et al., 2007). Further, boys with prepsychotic prodromal symptoms 
had significantly lower testosterone levels during adolescents, a period of increased 
psychotic disorder onset (van Rijn et al., 2011). 
To examine F2-S male adult dysmasculinized and stress-sensitive phenotypes, 
we measured their stress responsivity in the tail suspension test, Barnes maze, and HPA 
stress axis. These tests were selected as they measure predictable sex differences in 
stress-provoking environments, and performance in these tests was previously found to 
be significantly dysmasculinized in F1 prenatally stressed males (Mueller and Bale, 
2007, 2008). In the tail suspension test, F2-S males spent significantly more time 
immobile than F2-C males. No effect of paternal prenatal stress was detected in 
females. These results are similar to those reported in the first generation (Mueller and 
Bale, 2008). While there was not a statistically significant effect of F2-S on overall 
performance in the Barnes maze or HPA axis sensitivity, males did show a general trend 
for a pattern of stress responsivity similar to that identified in F1 prenatally stressed 
males (Mueller and Bale, 2008). Thus, it appears that aspects of the adult 
dysmasculinized stress-sensitive phenotype were transmitted from F1 prenatally 
stressed sires to their F2 male offspring. It is also possible that increased numbers of 
litters may have provided sufficient statistical power to identify significant effects in 
additional stress tests.  
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As our data point to a likely reduction in testosterone-mediated developmental 
organization in F2-S male brains, we hypothesized that miRNAs in the brain are 
responsive to organizational gonadal hormones. Therefore, in a subsequent study 
examining the influences of estradiol on the neonatal brain miRNA environment, we 
administered the aromatase inhibitor, formestane, to PN1 male neonates. miRNA 
expression was then assayed using a miRNA Taqman qRT-PCR Array. Aromatase 
inhibition dramatically dysmasculinized the brain miRNA environment where statistical 
hierarchical clustering was unable to distinguish between formestane-treated males and 
control females based on miRNA expression patterns, while completely segregating 
control males from these groups. Thus, these data confirm the dynamic response of the 
miRNA environment during this critical window. Gonadal hormones have previously 
been shown to regulate miRNAs in peripheral target tissues (Klinge, 2009; Delic et al., 
2010; Narayanan et al., 2010). However, our data appear to demonstrate a novel impact 
of organizational hormones on brain miRNA expression during the perinatal sensitive 
period. Epigenetic mechanisms have been attributed to gonadal hormone status and 
shown to influence brain sexual differentiation and may intersect with miRNAs to 
program the sexually dimorphic brain (McCarthy et al., 2009b; Auger and Auger, 2011; 
Auger et al., 2011).  
Our studies provide intriguing evidence for the paternal transmission of prenatal 
stress effects on neurodevelopmental processes including programming of the miRNA 
environment and adult stress responsivity. Transmission through the paternal lineage 
excludes confounds associated with maternal transmission, such as the intrauterine 
environment or maternal behaviors, and implicates gametic epigenetic mechanisms 
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(Youngson and Whitelaw, 2008). However, we cannot completely discount paternal 
experience effects that, while unlikely, could occur during the brief time the males are in 
the cage with females where stress-sensitive F1 males may impart some aspect of their 
behavior upon the pregnant dam. A recent report examining a postnatal stress model 
has also demonstrated the ability of early-life maternal separation to alter adult behavior 
and methylation patterns of several genes in the germ line of male mice, with effects 
persisting into second-generation offspring (Franklin et al., 2010). In addition, the 
dysmasculinization we observed in F2-S male offspring importantly points to a 
developmental window of susceptibility during which the programming effects of early 
prenatal stress exposure may manifest. As such, identifying developmental processes 
affected during this window, such as the dynamic changes in miRNAs detected, may 
lead to critical therapeutic targets or biomarkers predictive for neurodevelopmental 
diseases, particularly in at-risk pregnancies. Overall, these data support an early 
gestational period vulnerable to prenatal stress epigenetic programming of the male 
germline, permitting paternal transmission into subsequent generations. 
 
Figures and Legends  
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Figure 2-1. Second-generation males from the paternal stress lineage (F2-S) show 
dysmasculinized brain gene expression and miRNA expression patterns on postnatal 
day 1 (PN1). A, Heatmap illustration of custom Taqman qRT-PCR Array results 
demonstrating a broad shift in gene expression in the PN1 brain of F2-S male mice from 
a male-typical (F2-C♂) to a more female-typical (F2-C♀) pattern. B, Statistical analyses 
for sex differences detected 17 genes in the PN1 brain from our custom Taqman Array. 
In F2-S male PN1 brains, 13 of these 17 genes displayed expression levels closer to F2-
C females than to F2-C male levels. C, As F2-S males show a reduced organizational 
masculinization, we examined gene expression for central estrogen programming 
targets: aromatase, estrogen receptor alpha (ERa) and beta (ERb). ERb was 
significantly increased in the F2-S male PN1 brain compared to F2-C male. D, 
Examination of the miRNA environment in F2 PN1 brain was examined using a miRNA 
Array. miR-322, miR-574-3p, and miR-873 expression were dysmasculinized in F2-S 
male mice.  A single predicted shared gene target of these 3 miRs, β-glycan (TGFbr3), 
was identified by the database miRDB.org and examined in F2 PN1 brain. Where we 
found a reduction in miR expression in F2-S male mice, we detected an expected 
increase in expression of β-glycan. All data are mean per group ± SEM, n = 3 - 5 
litters/group, *p < 0.05.   
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Figure 2-2. Analyses of physiological and behavioral measures in adult second-
generation males from the paternal stress lineage (F2-S♂) show a similar 
dysmasculinized physiology and stress-sensitive phenotype as their sires. A, As further 
evidence of dysmasculinization programmed during the perinatal period by testosterone, 
adult F2-S males showed a significant reduction in both anogenital distance lengths and 
B, testis weights compared to control males (F2-C♂). Behaviorally, while not all aspects 
of the first generation stress-sensitive phenotype were transmitted along the paternal 
lineage to second-generation (F2) male offspring, we did detect increased immobility in a 
tail suspension test in F2-S male mice. C, D, Similar to first generation findings, no 
further increase in immobility was observed in F2-S female offspring (F2-S♀) compared 
to control females (F2-C♀). E, While there was no statistically significant effect of F2-S in 
latency to locate the target in the Barnes maze spatial learning task, the direction of 
effect in F2-S males was similar to that previously reported for first generation offspring. 
F, No differences were detected in latencies in F2 control and stress females. G, H, No 
main effects of F2-S in either male or female offspring were detected for corticosterone 
levels in response to an acute restraint stress. All data are mean per group ± SEM, n = 
6-9 litters/group, *p<0.05.  
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Figure 2-3. Aromatase inhibition dramatically dysmasculinizes the neonatal brain 
miRNA environment during the perinatal sensitive period. Administration of a single 
injection of the aromatase inhibitor, formestane (20 µg), on postnatal day 1 (PN1) 
produced a profound effect on the brain miRNA environment as analyzed by miRNA 
Taqman qRT-PCR Array. Pearson Correlational Hierarchical Clustering analysis of 
miRNA expression patterns was unable to distinguish between control female and 
formestane-treated males, while completely segregating control male samples from 
these groups, supporting a novel role of miRNA in organizing the sexually dimorphic 
brain. All data are mean per group ± SEM, n = 7-8 litters/group. 
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amined male anogenital distances and testis weights (Fig. 2A,B).
F2-S! had reduced anogenital distances (one-tail t ! 2.7; p !
0.01) and reduced testis weights (one-tail t! 1.97; p! 0.04).
F2 adult behavior
To determine whether prenatal stressed males (F1) could trans-
mit their dysmasculinized stress-sensitive phenotype to F2 off-
spring, we examined F2 adult performance in the TST andBarnes
maze. F2-S! spent significantly more time immobile than
F2-C! (one-tailed t(12)! 1.85, p! 0.04) (Fig. 2C). There was no
corresponding increase in F2-S! immobility relative to F2-C!
(one-tailed t(12) ! 0.17, p ! 0.44) (Fig. 2D). Analyzing Barnes
maze performance, there was no statistically significant between-
subjects effect of paternal (F1) prenatal stress exposure in males
(F(1,9) ! 0.09; p ! 0.40). As expected, there was a significant
within subjects effect of time (F(5,5)! 6.91; p! 0.03) (Fig. 2E). In
females, there was also no significant between-subjects effect of
paternal (F1) prenatal stress exposure (F(1,11)! 0.03; p! 0.57),
and again there was a significant within-subjects effect of time
(F(5,7)! 4.34; p! 0.02) (Fig. 2F).
F2 adult HPA stress axis
To examine the impact of paternal (F1) prenatal stress exposure
on F2 offspringHPA axis sensitivity, we examined corticosterone
levels in response to a 15 min restraint stress. In males, there was
no significant between-subjects effect of paternal prenatal stress
exposure on corticosterone levels (F(1,12) ! 0.96; p ! 0.35), but
there was a significant within-subjects effect of time (F(3,10) !
51.0; p" 0.0001) (Fig. 2G). In females, as in males, there was no
significant between-subjects effect of paternal prenatal stress ex-
Table 1. PN1 brain gene expression assayed by Custom Taqman qRT-PCR Array for genes important in neurodevelopment
Gene F2-C! F2-C" p value (t test) Gene F2-C! F2-C" p value (t test)
Bax 1# 0.06 1.2# 0.07 0.07 Hsp90aa1 1# 0.13 1.3# 0.16 0.24
Bcl2l1 1# 0.02 1.3# 0.09 0.04* Hspb1 1# 0.09 0.9# 0.1 0.61
Bcl2 1# 0.08 1.3# 0.09 0.05* Htr1a 1# 0.1 1.2# 0.12 0.27
Bdnf 1# 0.15 1.5# 0.14 0.07 Htr2b 1# 0.47 2.1# 0.45 0.14
Casp2 1# 0.07 1.1# 0.03 0.17 Htr2c 1# 0.19 1.1# 0.14 0.68
Casp3 1# 0.06 1.2# 0.07 0.06 Il6 1# 0.2 1# 0.28 0.95
Casp7 1# 0.13 1.5# 0.19 0.12 Il6ra 1# 0.12 1.5# 0.19 0.12
Casp8 1# 0.09 1.2# 0.1 0.16 Il6st 1# 0.003 1.3# 0.15 0.13
Cd40 1# 0.1 1.2# 0.13 0.34 Kcnj9 1# 0.18 1.5# 0.29 0.2
Chrm1 1# 0.09 1.3# 0.11 0.05* Mbd2 1# 0.13 1.3# 0.21 0.24
Chrm4 1# 0.12 1.4# 0.2 0.18 Mbd3 1# 0.04 1.2# 0.11 0.19
Chrna4 1# 0.03 1.2# 0.09 0.04* Mecp2 1# 0.02 1.2# 0.09 0.06
Chrna7 1# 0.05 1.2# 0.07 0.06 Mtap2 1# 0.11 1.2# 0.07 0.22
Chrnb2 1# 0.04 1.3# 0.06 0.01* Ncor1 1# 0.02 1.2# 0.09 0.07
Cntf 1# 0.14 1.2# 0.13 0.45 Ncor2 1# 0.06 1.2# 0.11 0.17
Creb1 1# 0.11 1.4# 0.09 0.03* Nefh 1# 0.16 1.1# 0.18 0.85
Crebbp 1# 0.07 1.3# 0.08 0.06 Nefl 1# 0.13 1.1# 0.1 0.73
Crfbp 1# 0.06 1.2# 0.17 0.3 Ngf 1# 0.09 1.2# 0.14 0.32
Crf 1# 0.23 1.5# 0.27 0.24 Ngfrap1 1# 0.09 1.3# 0.14 0.12
Crfr1 1# 0.13 1.4# 0.09 0.04* Ngfr 1# 0.08 0.9# 0.09 0.37
Crfr2 1# 0.22 0.6# 0.16 0.16 Nr3c1 1# 0.08 1.1# 0.12 0.44
Disc1 1# 0.1 1.1# 0.11 0.51 Nrg1 1# 0.05 1.2# 0.1 0.09
Dnmt1 1# 0.04 1.1# 0.08 0.19 Nrg4 1# 0.41 1# 0.54 0.99
Dnmt3a 1# 0.07 1.2# 0.07 0.14 Ntf3 1# 0.08 1.2# 0.13 0.26
Dnmt3b 1# 0.17 1.5# 0.14 0.06 Ntf5 1# 0.29 0.8# 0.27 0.71
Ep300 1# 0.08 1.5# 0.17 0.07 Ntrk1 1# 0.07 1.1# 0.18 0.54
Fos 1# 0.09 1.2# 0.13 0.32 Ntrk2 1# 0.04 1.3# 0.04 0.004*
Gabbr2 1# 0.04 1.4# 0.15 0.07 Ntrk3 1# 0.004 1.2# 0.06 0.08
Gabra2 1# 0.2 0.8# 0.15 0.47 Sin3a 1# 0.05 1.1# 0.04 0.19
Gabra3 1# 0.08 1.3# 0.1 0.05* Slc1a2 1# 0.12 1.2# 0.15 0.34
Gabrb3 1# 0.08 1.5# 0.13 0.03* Slc1a3 1# 0.06 1.2# 0.07 0.1
Gad1 1# 0.08 1.3# 0.15 0.14 Slc6a1 1# 0.45 1.9# 0.58 0.26
Gad2 1# 0.04 1.2# 0.11 0.15 Slc6a2 1# 0.1 1.4# 0.29 0.36
Gdnf 1# 0.12 1.3# 0.1 0.11 Slc6a3 1# 0.05 1.5# 0.17 0.03*
Gfap 1# 0.13 1.5# 0.27 0.14 Slc6a4 1# 0.19 1.4# 0.15 0.16
Gfra1 1# 0.09 1.3# 0.14 0.19 Stat1 1# 0.08 1.2# 0.09 0.18
Gfra2 1# 0.11 1.2# 0.14 0.24 Stat2 1# 0.08 1.3# 0.07 0.04*
Gfra3 1# 0.34 1.5# 0.2 0.23 Stat3 1# 0.04 1.2# 0.11 0.16
Gmfb 1# 0.07 1.2# 0.1 0.18 Stat4 1# 0.19 1.8# 0.26 0.09
Gmfg 1# 0.06 0.8# 0.21 0.52 Tgfa 1# 0.03 1.4# 0.12 0.03*
Hdac1 1# 0.04 1.3# 0.09 0.03* Tgfb1i1 1# 0.12 1.3# 0.18 0.28
Hdac2 1# 0.03 1.1# 0.04 0.1 Tgfb1 1# 0.06 1.4# 0.16 0.08
Hdac3 1# 0.04 1.2# 0.07 0.04* Tnf 1# 0.39 0.9# 0.3 0.8
Hells 1# 0.17 1.3# 0.09 0.25 Tph2 1# 0.49 1.7# 0.41 0.31
Hif1a 1# 0.07 1.2# 0.1 0.14 Ucn 1# 0.25 0.9# 0.21 0.85
Hif3a 1# 0.24 1# 0.26 0.98 Vegfa 1# 0.09 1.4# 0.06 0.01*
Hsp90aa1 1# 0.13 1.3# 0.16 0.24 Zfp110 1# 0.05 1.2# 0.05 0.03*
Bold and asterisks indicate significance (p" 0.05).
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Table 2-2. PN1 brain expression of statistically significant 
miRNAs assayed by Taqman qRT-PCR Array
Superscript indicates post hoc analysis
posure on corticosterone response (F(1,14)
! 0.89; p! 0.36), though there was a sig-
nificant within-subjects effect of time
(F(3,12)! 33.5; p" 0.0001) (Fig. 2H).
Effects of formestane treatment on the
neonatal miRNA
environment
To determine the role of organizational
gonadal hormones in the regulation of the
neonatal brain miRNA environment, we
assayed changes in brain miRNA comple-
ment 24 h following a PN1 injection of the
aromatase inhibitor, formestane. These
data are displayed in a heat map (Fig. 3).
Hierarchical clustering analysis using Pear-
son correlation as a metric successfully seg-
regated male vehicle samples from
formestane-treatedmale and female vehicle
samples, while it was unable to distin-
guish between formestane-treated male
and vehicle-treated female samples (Fig. 3).
Formestane significantly increased expres-
sionofmiR-143(t(12)!3.0,p!0.02),miR-
152 (t(12) ! 3.69, p ! 0.005), miR-18a
(t(12) ! 2.35, p ! 0.04), miR-298 (t(12)!
2.24, p! 0.05),miR-301b (t(12)! 2.29, p!
0.04), miR-34a (t(12) ! 2.65, p ! 0.03),
miR-362–3p (t(12)! 2.79, p! 0.02), miR-
365 (t(12) ! 2.75, p ! 0.02), miR-384–3p
(t(12) ! 3.34, p! 0.007), miR-448 (t(12) !
2.47, p! 0.03), miR-451 (t(12)! 2.57, p!
0.03), and miR-674 (t(12) ! 2.38, p !
0.04). Formestane significantly reduced
expression of miR-133b (t(12) ! 4.16,
p ! 0.002), miR-15a (t(12) ! 2.23, p !
0.05), miR-467c (t(12) ! 2.47, p ! 0.03),
and miR-671–3p (t(12)! 2.54, p! 0.04).
Discussion
Epidemiological studies have linked sex-
biased neurodevelopmental disorders, including autism and
schizophrenia, with prenatal stress (Huttunen and Niskanen,
1978; van Os and Selten, 1998; Khashan et al., 2008; Kinney et al.,
2008). Animal models of prenatal and postnatal stress have pro-
vided insight into sensitive periods and sex-specific vulnerabili-
ties related to neurodevelopmental disorder etiology
(Champagne andMeaney, 2007; Mueller and Bale, 2007; Kapoor
and Matthews, 2008; Mueller and Bale, 2008; Cottrell and Seckl,
2009; Biala et al., 2010; Eiland andMcEwen, 2010; Ivy et al., 2010;
Korosi et al., 2010). We previously identified early gestation as a
period sensitive to the sex-specific programming effects of pre-
natal stress in which male offspring showed a dysmasculinized
phenotype in behavioral and physiological stress measures as
adults (Mueller and Bale, 2007, 2008). As certain disease out-
comes persist into subsequent generations, we examined the pa-
ternal transmission and programming of the prenatal stress
induced dysmasculinized phenotype in second-generation (F2)
offspring.
F2 brain gene expression was examined during the perinatal
sensitive period to identify mechanisms of a disruption in mas-
culinization in the F2 male brain. This period is critical for the
organization of the sexually dimorphic brain by gonadal hor-
mones. Using a custom Taqman qRT-PCR Array for genes in-
volved in neurodevelopment, we observed a broad shift in
expression from a male-typical to a more female-typical pattern
in the F2male offspring of prenatally stressed sires (F2-S). In F2-S
male PN1 brains, 13 of 17 genes with statistical sex differences
displayed expression levels closer to F2-C females than to F2
control (F2-C) male levels. These data correlate with diminished
sex differences previously reported in adult hippocampal gene
expression of prenatally stressed rats, supporting the hypothesis
that disrupted masculinization during the perinatal sensitive pe-
Figure 1. Second-generation males from the paternal stress lineage (F2-S) show dysmasculinized brain gene expression and
miRNA expression patterns on PN1. A, Heatmap illustration of custom Taqman qRT-PCR Array results demonstrating a broad shift
in gene expression in the PN1 brain of F2-Smalemice from amale-typical (F2-C!) to amore female-typical (F2-C!) pattern. B,
Statistical analyses for sex differences detected 17 genes in the PN1 brain fromour custom TaqmanArray. In F2-Smale PN1 brains,
13 of these 17 genes displayed expression levels closer to F2-C females than to F2-C male levels. C, As F2-S males show a reduced
organizational masculinization, we examined gene expression for central estrogen programming targets: aromatase, and estro-
gen receptor ! (ER!) and " (ER"). ER" was significantly increased in the F2-S male PN1 brain compared to F2-C male. D,
Examination of themiRNA environment in F2 PN1 brainwas examined using amiRNAArray.miR-322,miR-574–3p, andmiR-873
expressionweredysmasculinized in F2-Smalemice. A singlepredicted sharedgene target of these threemiRs,"-glycan (TGF"r3),
was identified by the database miRDB.org and examined in F2 PN1 brain. Where we found a reduction in miR expression in F2-S
male mice, we detected an expected increase in expression of "-glycan. All data are mean per group# SEM, n! 3–5 litters/
group, *p" 0.05.
Table 2. PN1 brain expression of statistically significant miRNAs assayed by
Taqman qRT-PCR Array
miRNA F2-C! F2-S! F2-C" ANOVA
miR-322 1# 0.05 A 0.71# 0.06 B 0.81# 0.08 AB F(2,10)! 4.61; p! 0.04
miR-574-3p 1# 0.08 A 0.81# 0.06 AB 0.7# 0.06 B F(2,8)! 4.48; p! 0.05
miR-873 1# 0.26 A 0.33# 0.1 AB 0.14# 0.06 B F(2,7)! 5.0; p! 0.04
miR-302b 1# 0.18 A 2.23# 0.28 B 1.07# 0.23 A F(2,8)! 5.22; p! 0.04
miR-28 1# 0.11 A 1.43# 0.08 B 1.08# 0.08 A F(2,8)! 4.43; p! 0.04
miR-216b 1# 0.11 A 1.11# 0.15 A 0.38# 0.04 B F(2,10)! 16.51; p! 0.0007
miR-532-5p 1# 0.05 A 0.97# 0.02 AB 0.83# 0.04 B F(2,9)! 4.66; p! 0.04
Superscript indicates post hoc analysis
11752 • J. Neurosci., August 17, 2011 • 31(33):11748–11755 Morgan and Bale • Transgenerational Impact of Prenatal Stress
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CHAPTER 3: Sex Differences in microRNA-mRNA Networks: Novel 
Epigenetic Programming Mechanisms in the Sexually Dimorphic Neonatal 
Hypothalamus 
Christopher P. Morgan and Tracy L. Bale 
Currently Unpublished 
Introduction 
Biological sex is a strong predictor of many aspects of several 
neurodevelopmental disorders, including incidence, presentation, and therapeutic 
outcomes (Goldstein et al., 2014; Kigar & Auger, 2013). Many endophenotypes 
associated with psychiatric disease, such as stress responsivity, display sex-biases 
across the normal population (Goldstein et al., 2014). Indeed, it has been suggested that 
the disrupted development of these normal sex differences may contribute to the 
etiology of these diseases (Weinstock, 2007). While the neural basis for most individual 
traits are incompletely understood, sex differences in the brain have consistently been 
identified at all levels of neurophysiology (Ingalhalikar et al., 2014). 
Much of our understanding of the mechanisms responsible for establishing these 
sex differences derives from the organizational/activational hypothesis of sexual 
differentiation (McCarthy et al., 2009b). According to this hypothesis, early life exposure 
to gonadal hormones, during specific windows of sensitivity, directs sex-specific 
developmental processes. This organized neurocircuitry is then activated by the adult 
steroid hormone environment to express sex-appropriate behavior and physiology 
(Phoenix et al., 1959; Arnold and Gorski et al., 1984; Seale, 2005; Bingham and Viau, 
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2008). This framework, though originally established in studies of rodent reproductive 
behavior, has been extended to other sex-biased traits, including stress responsivity 
(Bingham & Viau, 2008; Goel & Bale, 2008a). In males, the brain is organized by a surge 
of testosterone during the perinatal sensitive period. This testosterone is converted to 
estradiol by a neuronal aromatase in appropriate cell populations, where it alters gene 
expression to masculinize and defeminize neurocircuitry (Phoenix, 1959; McCarthy, 
2009). While the primary effector, estradiol, is shared, the developmental processes that 
are activated vary widely between sexually divergent traits and brain regions. This 
highlights the necessity of additional downstream sex-biased epigenetic factors to 
ensure the expression of appropriate gene networks (Ball et al., 2014; Arnold and Lusis, 
2012). 
microRNAs (miRNAs) are small non-coding RNAs required for the normal 
development of all tissues (Chang & Mendell, 2007; Mendell & Olson, 2012; Ober et al., 
2008).  While novel non-canonical functions of miRNAs have been identified, miRNAs 
act primarily as part of the Argonaute-containing RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC 
complex) to regulate post-transcriptional gene expression. Mature miRs guide the RISC 
complex to specific mRNA targets, identified by regions of sequence homology, miRNA 
recognition elements (MREs), often present in the target’s 3’ UTR. Argonaute proteins 
act at the interface between miRNAs and their target mRNAs to mediate the functional 
consequences of these interactions, typically destabilization and subsequent 
degradation of the transcript (Bartel & Chen, 2004; Eichhorn et al., 2014; Guo et al., 
2010). The majority of mRNAs are targeted by one or more miRNAs, and similar to 
transcription factors, a single miRNA may regulate the expression of hundreds different 
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genes (Baek et al., 2008; Friedman et al., 2009; Selbach et al., 2008). Together, these 
properties suggest that miRNAs are major components of an integrated gene expression 
regulatory mechanism, poised to dynamically program sex differences in 
neurodevelopment (Hah et al., 2011). 
We have previously shown that the neonatal brain miRNA environment is 
sexually dimorphic and dynamically responsive to organizational hormones (Morgan & 
Bale, 2011). Therefore, in these studies we focused specifically on the neonatal 
hypothalamus, a brain region responsible for the expression of sex differences in stress 
responsivity. We identified those miRNAs with sex-biased expression, and by 
manipulating the availability of neuronal estradiol, determined which of these miRNAs 
are responsive to this organizational steroid during the perinatal sensitive period.  
Finally, utilizing Argonaute (Ago) HITS-CLIP (high throughput sequencing of RNAs 
isolated by crosslinking immunoprecipitation), we identified the mRNA targets of these 
miRNAs (Chi et al., 2009). This method allows us to move beyond more traditional 
bioinformatics based approaches, by refining candidate sequence-based miRNA-binding 
sites to those that are bound by Ago, and so are likely functional (Höck & Meister, 2008). 
When combined, these data should shed light on the cellular processes necessary for 
appropriate neuronal sexual differentiation, which may be vulnerable to disruption by 
insults, or susceptible to therapeutic manipulations. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Animals 
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Male+C57BL/6J+and+female+129S1/SvImJ+mice+were+obtained+from+Jackson+Laboratories+and+subsequently+used+as+breeding+stock+to+produce+C57BL/6J:129S1/SvImJ+hybrids+(F1+hybrids).+The+hybrid+vigor+of+this+background+strain+provides+a+reproducible+balance+of+stress+responsivity,+behavioral+performance,+and+maternal+care+(Morgan!&!Bale,!
2011).+All+mice+were+housed+in+a+12+h+light/dark+cycle+with+ambient+temperature+22°C+and+relative+humidity+of+42%.+Food+(Purina+Rodent+Chow;+28.1%+protein,+59.8%+carbohydrate,+12.1%+fat)+and+water+were+provided+ad+libitum.+All+studies+were+performed+according+to+experimental+protocols+approved+by+the+University+of+Pennsylvania+Institutional+Animal+Care+and+Use+Committee,+and+all+procedures+were+conducted+in+accordance+with+the+NIH+Guide+for+the+Care+and+Use+of+Laboratory++
Formestane Administration 
 Pups+were+treated+with+the+aromatase+inhibitor+formestane+or+vehicle+on+the+morning+following+parturition.+Male+pups+were+randomly+assigned+to+receive+20+µg+of+formestane+(Sigma\Aldrich)+in+20+µl+sesame+oil+with 10% ethanol or vehicle injections. 
This dose, after adapting for differences in rat versus mouse neonate weight, was 
previously shown to reduce male hypothalamic estrogen to female levels (Amateau, 
2004).+All female pups received vehicle injections. Injections were administered 
subcutaneously between the shoulders, and the injection site was treated with New Skin 
liquid bandage to prevent leakage.++
Dissection of the PN2 Hypothalamus 
+ Pups+were+sacrificed+24+h+after+treatment+(PN2).+Whole+brains+were+dissected,+and+placed+in+a+neonatal+mouse+brain+slicer+matrix+(Zivic+Instruments),+which+was+kept+on+ice.+A+
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2+mm+coronal+slice+was+collected+from+approximately+2.5\4.5+mm+posterior+of+the+anterior+edge+of+the+olfactory+bulb+according+to+the+Atlas+of+the+Developing+Mouse+Brain+(PN1)+of+Paximos+et#al.+(2007).+This+slice+was+place+on+its+anterior+surface+and+the+whole+hypothalamus+was+grossly+dissected+with+a+scalpel.+For+miRNA+microarray+analysis,+the+hypothalamus+was+frozen+in+liquid+nitrogen+and+stored+at+\80°C+prior+to+assay.+For+Ago+HITS\CLIP,+the+dissected+hypothalamus+was+immediately+placed+on+ice+in+HBSS+for+immediate+processing.++
PN2 Hypothalamus miRNA Microarray 
 Total RNA was extracted from the PN2 hypothalamus using TRIzol reagent 
(Invitrogen), and total RNA was isolated according to manufacturer’s protocol. 1 µg each 
from 2 littermates was pooled (Pooled samples: F/Veh n = 5, M/Form n = 7, F/Veh n = 6) 
and submitted for microarray analysis (Affymetrix GeneChip miRNA 3.0 Array). 
Microarray analyses were performed as described previously with minor modifications. 
(Howerton et al., 2013). R (version 2.14.2) was used with limma and genefilter packages 
to generate gene expression values and to fit linear models with predictor the predictor 
value of sex to these data (Bourgon et al., 2010; Smyth, 2004). Based on the 
observation that in microarray experiments unexpressed transcripts can be most reliably 
detected by their low variability across all samples, miRNAs with total variance values in 
the lowest 0.25 quantile were excluded (Bourgon et al., 2010). Multivariate analyses of 
miRNA expression were performed using SIMCA+ software. 
Argonaute High-throughput Sequencing of RNA Isolated by Cross-
linking Immunoprecipitation (Ago HITS-CLIP) 
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 At the time of tissue harvest, the dissected PN2 hypothalamus from a single pup 
was placed in 8 mL of cold HBSS and lightly broken up with repeated pippeting. This 
suspension was placed in a 10 cm plate, kept on ice, and UV-irradiated to covalently link 
RNA-Protein complexes (3x 400 mJ/cm2 in a Stratalinker). After crosslinking, the tissue 
suspension was pelleted and frozen in liquid nitrogen until subsequent IP. Cross-linked 
tissue pellets from 5 pups, each from a different litter were pooled (Pooled samples: 
F/Veh n = 2, M/Form n = 2, M/Veh n = 2). When combined each sample was derived 
from approximately 25 mg of total hypothalamic tissue. HITS-CLIP was performed using 
the monoclonal Argonaute (Ago) antibody 2AE (courtesy of the Mourelatos Lab) as 
previously described (Chi et al., 2009; Nelson et al., 2007). Libraries were generated for 
RNA-seq (both mRNA and miRNA fractions) and sequenced using Illumina chemistry.  
 Libraries were processed as previously described (Schug et al., 2013). Because 
we started with such a limited quantity of tissue, to maximize read counts, library reads 
from biological replicates were pooled, resulting in a single replicate per group (F/Veh, 
M/Form, and M/Veh). Pooled reads were processed to trim of adapter sequences. 
miRNA libraries where aligned to miRbase and mRNA libraries were aligned to RefSeq 
mRNAs. Ago footprints were identified by coalescing aligned reads into clusters as 
follows.  For each position in RefSeq annotated mRNAs we calculated the total number 
of reads with an alignment that started at that position. We then arranged all locations in 
order from from most aligned reads to least.  We processed each position in this order.  
A position was counted as a unique footprint if it was at least 10bp away from an existing 
footprint; otherwise it was combined with the adjacent pre-existing footprint.  The final 
start position of a footprint was defined as first nucleotide that was used to create the 
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footprint.  The strength of a footprint is the total count of all reads that were assigned to a 
footprint. These footprint counts were then normalized in two steps: 1) they were 
converted to reads fractions, and then 2) they underwent quantile normalization between 
samples. Finally, miRNA targeting relationships were predicted using miRanda on all 
RefSeqs mRNAs. A miRNA-mRNA connection was initially called if the miRNA was 
present in the Ago-short library at a minimum of 100 RPM, and was predicted to bind to 
a RefSeq mRNA that fell within 5 to 50 bp downstream of the start of an Ago footprint. 
This connection between a miRNA and Ago footprint constituted a miRNA regulatory 
element  (MRE). 
+
Results 
Sex differences in the miRNA environment of the neonatal 
hypothalamus 
The hypothalamus contains several sexually dimorphic nuclei, and many of these 
sex differences are organized by gonadal hormones during the perinatal sensitive period 
(Lenz et al., 2012; Wright et al., 2010). To identify non-canonical mediators of estrogen 
dependent sex-specific neural development, we assayed the miRNA complement of the 
PN2 hypothalamus by microarray, 24 h after females were injected with vehicle (F/Veh), 
and males were injected with either vehicle (M/Veh) or the aromatase inhibitor 
formestane (M/Form). Principal component analysis of the expression of 1407 miRNA 
assayed by microarray demonstrated a dramatic basal sex difference in the 
hypothalamic miRNA environment between F/Veh and M/Veh groups at postnatal day 2 
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(PN2). Orthogonal partial least squares discriminant analysis (OPLS-DA), validated by 
permutation analysis, showed clear separation between male and female miRNA 
expression profiles (Fig. 3-1A), (Q2 (cumulative) = 0.429, total amount of variance 
explained in the x matrix (R2X) (cumulative) = 0.449, total amount of variance explained 
in the y matrix (R2Y) (cumulative)  = 0.963, P[CV-ANOVA] = 0.0425). A volcano plot 
based on this multivariate model demonstrates that a clear majority of miRNAs was 
down-regulated in males relative to females (Fig. 3-1B). Differential expression analysis 
of the microarray data to identify individual sex-biased miRNAs revealed a significant 
effect of sex on 162 individual miRNAs (FDR<0.05) (Table 3-1A and 3-1B). 
Sex differences in gene expression during this period are the combined product 
of chromosomal and gonadal hormone effects. To determine the role of organizational 
estradiol in this sex-specific miRNA regulation, we examined the impact of aromatase 
inhibition on the neonatal hypothalamus miRNA environment. A multivariate model of the 
expression of the 162 sex-biased miRNAs identified above confirmed this 
dysmasculinization. OPLS-DA showed significant separation between the three groups 
(Q2 (cumulative) = 0.39, total amount of variance explained in the x matrix (R2X) 
(cumulative) = 0.567, total amount of variance explained in the y matrix (R2Y) 
(cumulative)  = 1, P[CV-ANOVA] = 0.060). A plot of this model (Fig. 3-2A) shows that 
the F/Veh group is clustered around one central component, while the M/Form group is a 
distinct intermediary between male and female vehicle groups. 
The extent of dysmasculinization resulting from disrupting estrogen signailling 
can be seen in Figure 3-2B, where the mean M/Form expression of sex-biased miRNAs 
is plotted on a continuum between average M/Veh and F/Veh expression. While the 
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magnitude of the basal sex difference varied between the 162 miRNAs, M/Form 
expression levels of 92 of these miRNAs was closer to F/Veh than M/Veh levels. The 
susceptibility of these 92 miRNAs to the dysmasculinizing effects of aromatase inhibition 
suggests that they are responsive to estradiol. Seventy-one of these estrogen-
responsive miRNAs were reduced in M/Veh relative to F/Veh, presumable suppressed 
by estradiol, while 21 were elevated (Fig. 3-2C). The sex-biased expression of the 
remaining 70 miRNAs were resistant to formestane disruption, suggesting their 
expression may be dependent on sex chromosome complement, though the influence of 
androgens can not be excluded. 
Transcriptome-wide mapping Argonaute footprints by Ago HITS-CLIP  
 To empirically identify genes under miRNA-mediated regulation we performed 
Ago HITS-CLIP. A total of 147,424 unique Ago footprints aligning to RefSeq annotated 
mRNAs were identified across our three treatment groups: 54,573 of these were present 
in F/Veh, 77,338 in M/Form, and 101,046 in M/Veh. Two properties were used to identify 
robust Ago footprints for downstream analyses. The first was the average number of 
reads for each footprint across treatment groups (footscore). The second was the 
number of groups in which the footprint was present (biological complexity). A histogram 
of the average footscore for each Ago footprint revealed a wide range (foot score min: 
11; max: 453,200) and an extremely long-tailed distribution, with a high proportion of 
footprints having low footscores (Q1 24; median 78; Q3 233; mean 486) (Fig. 3-4A). 
Importantly, Ago footprints with high footscores were more likely to be identified in more 
then one group (biological complexity ≥ 2), indicating that footprints with higher 
footscores are more robust. Therefore, we focused on 16,351 footprints with footscores 
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above 621 (the 80th percentile of footprints with biological complexity scores ≥ 2 
demarcated in Figure 3-4A). Seventy-two percent of these footprints (11,720) were 
shared by more then one group (Fig. 3-4B). Consistent with the intermediate miRNA 
expression phenotype resulting from aromatase inhibition, the M/Form group shared 
59% and 63% of Ago footprints with F/Veh and M/Veh respectively, while F/Veh and 
M/Veh groups shared only 47%. These shared footprints were present in mRNAs 
encoded by 6,689 distinct genes, and 48% of these mRNAs contained more then one 
footprint, with an average of 1.8 Ago footprints/transcript (Fig. 3-4C). 
Sex-biased miRNAs regulate networks of genes relevant to sexual 
differentiation of the brain. 
To determine if miRNAs play a role in mediating the effects of organizational 
hormones during the perinatal sensitive period, we examined the distribution of Ago 
footprints across mRNAs involved in steroid signaling in the PN2 hypothalamus. Robust 
Ago footprints (average footscore > 621 and biological complexity ≥ 2) were present in 
transcripts encoding estrogen receptor α (Esr1), estrogen receptor β (Esr2), androgen 
receptor (Ar), and aromatase (Cyp19a1), though not in progesterone receptor (Pgr) 
(Figure 3-5). In addition, the footprints in Esr1, Esr2, and Cyp19a1 were located in the 3’ 
UTR. Finally, according to our HITS-CLIP analysis, most of these footprints are targeted 
by one or more sex-biased miRNAs. In contrast, no footprints were identified in the 
estrogen responsive hypothalamic hormones oxytocin and arginine vasopressin, or 
corticotropin-releasing factor. 
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A common strategy used to determine the biological role of groups of miRNAs 
involves asking if the genes they target converge on specific biological processes. To 
test the hypothesis that estrogen-responsive miRNAs regulate gene networks relevant to 
sexual differentiation of the brain, we looked for gene ontology (GO) terms enriched in 
Ago HITS-CLIP identified targets of estrogen down-regulated miRNAs. GO terms are 
organized hierarchically, and individual terms can be constituents of multiple parent 
categories. Therefore we used ClueGO to cluster enriched terms into functionally related 
groups. Limiting the number of target per miRNA to no more then 25, we interrogated a 
list of 1,252 genes for over-represented terms. ClueGO identified 7 clusters of 132 
significantly enriched GO terms (biological processes). (Fig. 3-6A and 3-6B). Cluster 
names were adapted from the GO term within each cluster annotating the largest 
number of genes, these GO clusters (with cluster p value corrected by Bonferroni step 
down) were: Macromolecule Metabolism/Gene Expression (p = 1.4x10-29), Development 
(p = 3.0 x 10-31), Cellular Transport (p = 1.3 x 10-10), Apoptotic Processes (p = 2.8 x 10-9), 
Cellular Organization (p = 1.5 x 10-14), Catabolic Processes (p = 2.4 x 10-7), and Cell 
Motility (p = 2.1x10-11). Because individual genes are annotated with multiple GO terms, 
and after collapsing individual GO term-gene annotations within GO clusters, a total of 
2,111 GO cluster-gene annotations of 1,216 distinct genes were made. The remaining 
36 miRNA targets were not annotated with any of the clustered GO terms. Seven 
hundred and eighty genes were annotated with the Macromolecule Metabolism/Gene 
Expression cluster (62% of total), 408 genes with the Development cluster (33%), 264 
with the Cellular Transport cluster (21%), 134 with the Apoptotic Processes cluster 
(11%), 203 with the Cellular Organization cluster (16%), 69 with the Catabolic Processes 
cluster (6%), 103 with the Cell Motility cluster (8%). 
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To visualize estrogen-responsive miRNA-Target connections, we generated a 
network with estrogen down-regulated miRNAs and target genes as nodes, and Ago 
HITS-CLIP predicted interactions as edges. We focused at targets genes annotated with 
two particularly relevant GO terms: Gene Expression (GO:0010467) and System 
Development (GO:0048731). Five hundred and forty-five targets of estrogen down-
regulated miRNAs (45% of total) were annotated with one or both of these GO terms; 
224 with only Gene Expression, 165 with only System Development, and 156 with both 
terms (Fig. 3-6C). Most target gene nodes were connected to only one miRNA, though 
135 were targets of two or more. 
 
Discussion 
Sex differences in the miRNA environment of the neonatal 
hypothalamus 
Biological sex is a strong predictor of many aspects of neurodevelopmental 
disorders, including incidence, presentation, and therapeutic outcomes (Kigar & Auger, 
2013). This is likely the product of interactions between risk factors, such as genetic 
background and environment insults, and sex-specific development (Lenz et al., 2012; 
Weinstock, 2001; Wright et al., 2010). In males, many sex differences in the brain are 
organized by exposure to a surge of testosterone during the perinatal sensitive period. In 
appropriate cell populations this testosterone is converted to estradiol by a neuronal 
aromatase, altering gene expression patterns to masculinize and defeminize 
neurocircuitry, and directing the development of a neural substrate that can respond 
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appropriately to the adult hormonal environment (McCarthy et al., 2009b; Phoenix et al., 
1959). While the primary effector, estradiol, is shared, the cellular processes responsible 
for this divergent development vary widely across brain regions (Ball et al., 2014). 
miRNAs, with their ability to regulate the expression of hundreds of genes, may be an 
exciting and novel regulatory mechanism poised to translate this estrogen signal into 
brain region-specific responses.  
To test this hypothesis, we examined the miRNA complement of the neonatal 
hypothalamus. The hypothalamus contains sexually dimorphic structures responsible for 
driving sex differences in behavior and physiology, many of which are organized by 
estradiol during the perinatal sensitive period (Lenz & McCarthy, 2010). Principal 
component analysis of the expression of 1407 miRNAs assayed by microarray 
demonstrated a dramatic sex difference in the hypothalamic miRNA environment at 
postnatal day 2 (PN2). The increased variability observed in M/Veh samples supports 
the dynamic nature of this developmental window, when differences in sampling of only 
hours can have a profound impact on observations. A volcano plot based on the above 
model showed that a clear majority of miRNAs was down-regulated in the M/Veh group. 
Based on the negative effect miRNAs have on their targets’ expression, it’s interesting to 
speculate that this indicates an overall relief of the baseline inhibition of cellular 
processes responsible for the sexual differentiation of the brain. Though the observation 
of the effect of sex at such a broad level is quite impressive, it is certainly not the case 
that all of these miRNAs are involved in sexual differentiation. Therefore, we performed 
differential expression analysis and identified 162 individual miRNAs with significantly 
sex-biased expression (Table 3-1A and 3-1B). Several of these miRNAs (mir-299, mir-
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431, mir-467c, mir-222, mir-32, mir-330, mir-384, mir-665, and mir-671) have previously 
been identified as sex-biased in the neonatal mouse whole brain and/or rat cortex 
(Morgan & Bale, 2011; Murphy et al., 2014). 
Sex differences in gene expression during this period are the combined product 
of chromosomal and gonadal hormone effects. To determine the role of organizational 
estradiol in this sex-specific miRNA regulation, we examined the impact of aromatase 
inhibition on the expression of sex-biased miRNAs in the neonatal hypothalamus. In 
agreement with our previous findings in the whole brain, disruption of sex-biased miRNA 
expression was evident in males 24 h following a single PN1 injection of the aromatase 
inhibitor formestane (Morgan & Bale, 2011). A multivariate model of the expression of 
the 162 differentially expressed miRNAs showed clear separation of all three groups, 
with samples from formestane treated males (M/Form) as a distinct intermediary 
between F/Veh and M/Veh groups. This intermediate expression profile is evidence that 
not all of the observed sex-biased expression is driven by estrogen. Therefore, we 
categorized a subset of 92 sex-biased miRNAs as estrogen-responsive based on the 
extent the sex difference in their expression was disrupted by aromatase inhibition. 
Estrogen regulation of miRNA genes clustered on chromosome 12 
It has been suggested that the persistence of estrogen’s organizational effects 
into adulthood, despite the transient nature of the perinatal testosterone surge, supports 
a role for epigenetic programming in sexual differentiation of the brain (A. P. Auger & 
Auger, 2011). Indeed, estrogen-dependent sex differences in the DNA methylation or the 
distribution of histone modifications have been identified both at the level of individual 
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gene promoters and more broadly genome-wide (McCarthy et al., 2009; Shen et al., 
2014). Unfortunately, due in large part to rapid processing of primary miRNA transcripts 
(pri-miRNAs) into stem-loop precursor miRNAs (pre-miRNA) and the resulting difficulty 
in defining the transcriptional start sites (TSS) and promoters of miRNA genes, the 
characterization of their transcriptional regulation has lagged behind our understanding 
of the function of their mature miRNA products. Still, the majority of miRNA genes is 
intergenic and transcribed independent of protein-coding genes. This transcription is 
RNA polymerase II dependent and thought to be regulated by the same mechanisms 
utilized by any other genes (Krol et al., 2010; Schanen & Li, 2011). 
Within the mouse genome, approximately 30% of miRNA genes are located in 
clusters (Chan et al., 2012). The expression of clustered miRNAs up to 50 kb apart are 
highly correlated (Baskerville et al., 2005). This co-expression can result from their being 
processed from shared polycistronic primary transcripts, or from changes in local 
chromatin structure through epigenetic modification (Baskerville et al., 2005; Marson et 
al., 2008). Lessons from estrogen signaling in other contexts have highlighted the need 
to think beyond the classic interactions of steroids, their receptors, and response 
elements in proximal gene promoters (Fullwood et al., 2009; Hah et al., 2011; He et al., 
2012). This seems to be particularly true for genes that are transcriptionally suppressed 
by estrogen. Whereas estradiol early-unregulated genes are enriched for Esr1 binding at 
proximal estrogen response elements, down-regulated genes are not (Hah et al., 2011; 
He et al., 2012). Instead, interactions between multiple estrogen receptors, or estrogen 
receptors and cofactors, can occur distally, generating chromatin looping structures and 
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partitioning affected genes into genomic subregions under shared transcriptional 
suppression (Fullwood et al., 2009). 
To identify loci that may be epigenetically programmed at this level, we looked for 
sex-biased miRNAs encoded in close proximity to each other. Interestingly, 24 sex-
biased miRNAs were located in three clusters encoded within an approximately 175 kb 
region of chromosome 12. All but one of these was down-regulated in males. Fifteen of 
the twenty-four were classified as estrogen-responsive in our analysis. Our data and an 
examination of the genomic distribution or these miRNA genes could further segregate 
the 12A and 12B clusters into a region particularly responsive to estrogen. Nine of the 
seventeen miRNAs in these clusters were classified as estrogen-responsive in our 
analysis, while the sex-bias of an additional four miRNAs appeared to be chromosomal, 
together accounting for 76% of the miRNAs in these two clusters.  
It is possible that the miRNAs within each of the three clusters are transcribed as 
a polycistronic pri-miRNAs. It is even possible that all three clusters are transcribed as 
one very large transcript; the Esr1 gene itself spans more then twice the distance as 
these clusters. If this were the case, Esr1 could regulate the expression of all of the 
clustered miRNAs through actions at a single promoter. However, examination of the 
location of TSSs across this locus argues against this. Beginning just 250 bp upstream 
of mir-673, there are 10 TSS within cluster 12A alone (FANTOM Consortium et al., 
2014). Individual TSSs for mir-433 and mir-127 have also been identified in an 
independent study (Song & Wang, 2008). It seems unlikely that estrogen-induced 
suppression of these miRNAs occurs through actions at each of their promoters. It is 
more likely that the effects of estrogen are mediated by broader epigenetic changes to 
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the local chromatin structure. Support for the susceptibility of these miRNAs to 
epigenetic regulation can be found in a study that demonstrated chromatin modifying 
drugs could activate mir-127 expression in multiple human cancer cell lines (Saito et al., 
2006). Whether the hypothesized epigenetic alterations to this locus could persist 
beyond the neonatal window is unknown. But, taken together, these data suggest that 
the entire locus is epigenetically regulated by estrogen. 
Transcriptome-wide mapping of miRNA recognition elements by Ago 
HITS-CLIP 
Identifying the gene transcripts targeted by an individual, or group, of miRNAs is 
the first step in understanding the biological processes they regulate. Unfortunately, 
estimates of error in target prediction made by many popular algorithms can range from 
~30-60% (Baek et al., 2008; Chi et al., 2009). At the same time, the importance of 
accuracy in this process was recently highlighted in a study by Bleazard et al. which 
identified biases in target prediction algorithms that led to the significant enrichment of 
certain functional categories predicted gene targets of randomly generated lists of 
miRNAs (Bleazard et al, 2015). We avoided these biases in bioinformatic approaches, 
by empirically characterizing the miRNA-mRNA interactome of the neonatal 
hypothalamus utilizing Ago HITS-CLIP. This technique involves UV irradiation to 
covalently crosslink RNA-protein complexes, followed by immunoprecipitation of Ago-
RNA complexes, and subsequent high-throughput sequencing. This allows us to 
constrain potential participants in predicted miRNA-target connections to only those 
portions of the transcriptome bound by Ago and the subset of mature miRNAs loaded 
into the RISC complex (Chi et al., 2009). 
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To maximize signal to noise ratio in our target prediction, we only considered the 
20% most prevalent Ago footprints that were also present in at least 2 of our 3 
experimental groups. We identified 11,720 distinct Ago footprints that fit these criteria in 
6,689 transcripts. Forty-eight percent of these mRNAs contained more then one 
footprint, with an average of 1.8 footprints/transcript, though 16% contained ≥ 3. It’s 
possible we may have dismissed many legitimate footprints in M/Veh that were not 
present in the F/Veh and M/Form groups if miRNA-mediated silencing/degradation had 
proceeded to the extent that they were no longer detectable. In addition, the broad 
reduction in miRNAs expression we found in males could account for large number of 
footprints unique to the M/Veh group. But, these data are strikingly similar to the 11,463 
footprints at a rate of 2.3 per transcript identified in mouse cortex by Chi et al. in the 
original Ago HITS-CLIP study, and suggest that we are probably erring on the side of 
being more conservative in our peak-calling (Chi et al., 2009). Finally, a qualitative 
comparison of argonaute footprints across groups was consistent with the intermediate 
miRNA expression phenotype that resulted with aromatase inhibition, in that the M/Form 
group shared 59% and 63% of footprints with F/Veh and M/Veh respectively, while 
F/Veh and M/Veh groups shared only 47%. The observed impact of estrogen on miRNA 
expression, in combination with a broader impact on gene transcription, likely accounts 
for this effect. 
Sex-biased miRNAs regulate genes relevant to sexual differentiation of 
the brain 
 We utilized two approaches to integrate our miRNA expression and Ago HITS-
CLIP data to identify candidate miRNA-gene target connections functionally relevant to 
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sexual differentiation of the neonatal hypothalamus. In the first, we started with genes 
known to mediate steroid signaling in the brain, and then determined if they contained 
Ago footprints that were predicted targets of sex-biased miRNAs. Footprints were 
present in transcripts encoding estrogen receptor alpha (Esr1), estrogen receptor beta 
(Esr2), androgen receptor (Ar), and aromatase (Cyp19a1), though not in progesterone 
receptor (Pgr). Importantly, 5 of the 6 footprints in these mRNAs were located in the 3’ 
UTR. Footprints in all four genes were predicted targets of sex-biased miRNAs. In fact, 
the only footprint that was not connected to a sex-biased miRNA, Esr2, begins only 13 
nucleotides downstream of a second footprint, and it’s probable that these are really a 
single functional miRNA recognition element. 
Unfortunately, experimental validation of miRNA-Target interactions lags far 
behind their prediction, though there are curated databases of validated connections. 
We queried DIANA-Tarbase v7.0, currently the largest of these databases, for validated 
connections to Esr1, Esr2, Ar, and Cyp19a1 to compare with our results (Hsu et al., 
2014). Validated connections were only available for Esr1 and Ar. Eleven connections to 
Esr1 have been validated across two experiments, and 13 connections to Ar in a single 
experiment (Schug et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014). Both of these studies utilized 
argonaute Hits-Clip, though one was performed in liver and the second in myoblasts. 
Underscoring the tissue-specific nature of gene expression, there was no overlap of 
validated connections to Ar between our study and the database, nor was there any 
overlap in Esr1 connections between the two experiments compiled in the database. 
However, the connection we identified between Esr1 and the sex-biased miR-206-3p 
was also found in myoblasts (Zhang et al., 2014). mir-206 also regulates ESR1 in human 
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breast cancer (Adams et al., 2007; Leivonen et al., 2009). While we categorized it as 
chromosomally regulated, these studies also showed that ESR1 agonists suppress mir-
206 expression, suggesting ESR1 and mir-206 are participants in a mutually inhibitory 
feedback loop. In this context, activation of mir-206 blocks estrogen-induced cell 
proliferation. This also appears to be the case in the neonatal hypothalamus, where the 
top four Ago HITS-CLIP predicted targets of miR-206-3p are the proto-oncogene Bcl2, 
Bmp4, Rspo1, and Smarca4, all of which are involved in regulating cell 
death/proliferation. The sex-specific regulation of cell death plays a well-characterized 
role in sexual differentiation of at least two hypothalamic nuclei, the sexually dimorphic 
nucleus of the preoptic area and anteroventral periventricular nucleus (AVPV) (Davis et 
al., 1996; Forger et al., 2004; Murakami & Arai, 1989). mir-206 could play an important 
part in mediating the impact of estrogen on these processes. 
In a second approach toward integrating our miRNA expression and HITS-CLIP 
data, we asked whether genes targeted by estrogen-responsive miRNAs converged on 
specific biological processes. Then we used these data to identify a network of miRNA-
Target interactions with the potential to mediate the impact of estrogen on hypothalamic 
sexual differentiation. We operated on the assumption that the expression and 
subsequent activity of the genes targeted by estrogen-suppressed miRNAs would be 
activated, so focused on targets of miRNAs down-regulated by estrogen. Two clusters of 
biological processes predominated: processes involved in macromolecule 
metabolism/gene expression and developmental processes. Specifically, 380 targets 
were annotated with the GO term Gene Expression, 321 with the term System 
Development, and a subset of 156 of these targets were annotated by both terms. 
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Together these annotations, with obvious relevance to hypothalamic sexual 
differentiation, accounted for 45% of estrogen down-regulated gene targets.  
Network analysis of the interactions between estrogen down-regulated miRNAs 
and their targets annotated with Gene Expression and/or System Development revealed 
that many genes were targets of more then one miRNA. This could reflect cooperative 
regulation by groups of miRNAs with shared functionality. Another equally interesting 
possibility is that these interactions are more exclusive at the level of specific regions/cell 
types within the neonatal hypothalamus. Two illustrative examples of genes targeted by 
multiple estrogen-responsive miRNAs are Tet2 and Zfp488. Tet2 is targeted by 3 
estrogen down-regulated miRNAs (miR-500-3p, miR-1196-3p, and miR-3060-5p) and as 
a key component of cytosine demethylation pathways, can have a widespread impact on 
epigenetic gene regulation (Nakajima & Kunimoto, 2014). For example, through its 
regulation of 5-hydroxymethyl-cytosine levels at specific genetic loci, Tet2 is required for 
the reprogramming of induced pluripotent stem cells (Doege et al., 2012). ZFP488 is a 
transcription factor involved in oligodendrocyte differentiation, and is targeted by 4 
estrogen down-regulated miRNAs (miR-93-5p, miR-217-3p, miR-665-5p, and miR-3072-
5p) (Soundarapandian et al., 2011). Widespread sex differences in white matter content 
and neuronal connectivity have been found in human imaging studies (Gur et al.,  1999; 
Ingalhalikar et al., 2014). In addition, pubertal gonadal steroids, including estrogen, have 
been linked to sex differences in axon myelination (Juraska et al., 2013; Swamydas et 
al., 2009). Estrogen regulation of oligodendrocyte differentiation in the neonatal 
hypothalamus, perhaps setting the stage for later sex-specific patterns of myelination, 
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could be mediated by its actions on sex-biased miRNAs and the downstream targeting 
of transcription factors like ZFP488. 
Conclusions 
Sexual differentiation of the male brain generally, and stress circuitry in the 
hypothalamus specifically, during the perinatal sensitive period seems to be particularly 
susceptible to environmental programming effects (Morgan & Bale, 2011; Weinstock, 
2001). It has been hypothesized that disruptions of the sex-specific masculinization of 
this circuitry resulting from insults, such as prenatal stress exposure, may drive observed 
sex differences in human neurodevelopmental disease (Glover & Hill, 2012; Weinstock, 
2007). Estrogen is the primary driver of the sexual differentiation of the male brain during 
the perinatal sensitive period. Surprisingly, this single hormone drives diverse programs 
of sex-specific development that vary widely across different cell types across the 
sexually dimorphic male brain, which neuroscientists have only begun to scratch the 
surface of (Ball et al., 2014). The fundamental complexity that must be at the source of 
this phenomenon suggests that additional layers of regulation must be acting 
downstream of estrogen to mediate this specificity. In these studies we demonstrated 
that the neonatal hypothalamic miRNA environment is dynamically responsive to 
organizational estrogen. Using Ago HITS-CLIP to map connections between estrogen-
responsive miRNAs and target genes at a transcriptome-wide level, we have uncovered 
novel candidate regulators of prototypical regulators of estrogen-driven sexual 
differentiation of the brain including Esr1 and Cyp19a1. Integrating miRNAs and their 
broad actions on gene function into our conceptualization of the factors directing sexual 
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differentiation of the brain could be a highly informative next step in efforts to understand 
the complexities behind these processes. 
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Figures and Legends 
 
 
 
Figure 3-1. The miRNA environment of the neonatal (PN2) hypothalamus is sexually 
dimorphic. A, OPLS-DA scores plot of a model generated from the expression of 1407 
miRNAs in the PN2 hypothalamus shows clear separation between control female 
(F/Veh) and male (M/Veh) groups along the predictive component (Sex) (x-axis: R2 = 
0.45, Q2 = 0.43, p[CV-ANOVA] = 0.04). B, Volcano plot based on this multivariate model 
demonstrates that a clear majority of miRNAs was down-regulated in M/Veh relative to 
F/Veh. F/Veh, (n = 5); M/Veh, (n = 6). 
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Figure 3-2. A population of sex-biased miRNAs in the neonatal (PN2) hypothalamus is 
dynamically responsive to estrogen. A, OPLS-DA scores plot of a model generated from 
expression of 162 miRNAs with a significant sex-bias (FDR < 0.05) in the PN2 
hypothalamus following a single PN1 injection of the aromatase inhibitor, formestane (20 
µg) (Form), or vehicle (Veh) shows clear separation between F/Veh, control male M/Veh, 
and M/Form groups along the predictive component (Sex*Form) (x-axis: R2 = 0.57, Q2 = 
0.39, p[CV-ANOVA] = 0.06). The F/Veh group is clustered around one central 
component, while the M/Form group is a distinct intermediary between F/Veh and M/Veh 
groups. B, A plot of the mean M/Form expression of individual sex-biased miRNAs (y-
axis) along a continuum between mean F/Veh and M/Veh expression (x-axis). While the 
magnitude of the basal sex difference varied between miRNAs, M/Form expression of 92 
of these miRNAs was closer to F/Veh than M/Veh, suggesting that the sex-biased 
expression of these miRNAs is dependent on estrogen (red dots). C, Seventy-one of 
these estrogen-responsive miRNAs were reduced in the M/Veh group relative to F/Veh. 
This suggests they are down-regulated by estrogen. F/Veh, (n = 5); M/Veh, (n = 6), 
M/Form, (n = 7). 
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Figure 3-3. Estrogen regulation of clustered miRNA genes on chromosome 12. A, 
Twenty-four sex-biased miRNAs are encoded in by genes in three clusters (12A, 12B, 
and 12C) within a 175 kb region of chromosome 12. These 24 miRNAs constitute 44% 
of the miRNAs located in these clusters, which is well above the background rate of 16% 
of total clustered miRNAs we assayed that were sex biased. B, This effect is even more 
impressive when focusing on 12A and 12B. Nine of sixteen miRNAs in 12A and 12B 
were estrogen-responsive (colored Red), and an additional four were characterized as 
“other” (colored Blue). Together, 81% of the miRNAs in these clusters are reduced in 
control males relative to females, suggesting the miRNA genes in this locus are co-
regulated. Ten TSSs have been mapped just to the 12A locus, thus it is unlikely they are 
regulated from a shared promoter. Instead, it appears that estrogen could be affecting 
the expression of these miRNAs through the epigenetic regulation of the entire locus. 
miRNA clustering was based on a maximum inter-miRNA distance of 10 kb. TSS 
mapping data was produced by the FANTOM5 Consortium (Fantom2014Nature) and 
obtained as a UCSC Genome Browser public track (FANTOM5 TSS peaks [robust]). 
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Figure 3-4. Ago HITS-CLIP empirically identifies functional miRNA recognition elements 
(MREs) across the neonatal (PN2) hypothalamus transcriptome. A, A histogram of the 
mean number of reads (footscore) of each distinct argonaute footprint that aligned to 
RefSeq mRNAs revealed a wide range and long-tailed distribution of footscores, with a 
high proportion of footprints having low footscores (Q1, 24; median, 78; Q3, 233; mean, 
486). Footprints with high footscores were more likely to be identified in more than one 
group (biological complexity [BC] >= 2). We focused on a subset of footprints with 
footscores above the 80th percentile (footscore > 621). 16,351 argonaute footprints met 
this criteria. B, A Venn diagram of the distribution of these footprints across biological 
groups shows that 72% were present in more than one group (BC >= 2). There is also a 
qualitative effect of estrogen on the argonaute footprint population, with the M/Form 
group sharing more footprints with F/Veh (59% shared) and M/Veh (63%) than F/Veh 
and M/Veh groups share with each other (47%). Argonaute footprints with a mean 
footscore > 621 and  a BC >= 2 were considered robust and used in downstream 
analyses (indicated by gray shading). C, A histogram of the number of argonaute 
footprints aligning to each of 6,689 distinct mRNAs shows that 48% of mRNAs contain 
more than one MRE, with an average of 1.8 footprints/mRNA. Sixteen percent of 
mRNAs contain three or more footprints. 
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Figure 3-5. Functional miRNA recognition elements (MREs) are present in the mRNAs 
of genes that mediate steroid signaling in the neonatal (PN2) hypothalamus. The 
distribution of MREs in Esr1 (A), Esr2 (B), Ar (C), Pgr (D), and Cyp19a1 (E) are shown. 
The vertical bars in the first three tracks indicate robust argonaute footprints (footscore > 
621, BC >= 2) in F/Veh, M/Form, or M/Veh groups. 5’ and 3’ UTRs annotated in 
GenBank RefSeq RNA features are indicated in purple. The majority of argonaute 
footprints aligned to the target mRNA’s 3’ UTR. A stacked height profile (SHP) indicates 
the read counts of overlapping oligos that aligned to the designated mRNA in the M/Veh 
group. 
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Figure 3-6. Estrogen down-regulated miRNAs target a network of genes enriched for 
biological processes relevant to sexual differentiation of the brain. A, Limiting the 
number of target per miRNA to no more then the 25 we interrogated a list of 1,252 genes 
for over-represented terms. ClueGO identified 7 clusters of 132 significantly enriched 
GO terms (biological processes). Cluster size in the pie graph is determined by the 
proportion of total GO term-gene annotations collapsed within a cluster. The percentage 
of gene targets annotated by a clustered GO term is indicated B, C, Two GO terms, 
Gene Expression and System Development, seem particularly relevant to sexual 
differentiation of the brain. Five hundred and forty-five targets of estrogen down-
regulated miRNAs were annotated with one or both of these GO terms and were used to 
generate a network. This network consists of estrogen down-regulated miRNAs and their 
target genes as nodes, and the miRNA-target connections as edges to allow the 
visualization of these interactions at a broad level. Genes annotated only with Gene 
Expression (n = 224) are colored Blue, genes annotated only with System Development  
(n = 224) are colored Red, and genes annotated with both terms (n = 156) are colored 
Purple. Twenty-five percent of these genes are targeted by more than one miRNA. The 
size of individual gene nodes is proportional to the number of miRNAs targeting that 
gene, and ranges from one to four miRNAs/gene. 
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miRNA Accession Family Alignment1(mm9) Effect
mmu8let87a82 MI0000557 let87 9:413447998413448941(+) 0.0 ±10.09 A 80.103 ±10.08 AB 80.360 ±10.11 B E21(Down)
mmu8let87c8283p MIMAT0005439 let87 15:855370338855371271(+) 0.0 ±10.06 A 0.021 ±10.03 A 80.276 ±10.11 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir8101a MI0000148 mir8101 4:10101955081010196321(8) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.012 ±10.11 A 0.302 ±10.07 B E21(Up)
mmu8miR810b83p MIMAT0004538 mir810 2:745641278745641941(+) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.058 ±10.09 AB 80.303 ±10.07 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR81186 MIMAT0005836 8:322133938322135141(8) 0.0 ±10.14 A 0.467 ±10.16 B 0.866 ±10.19 B E21(Up)
mmu8miR81186b MIMAT0015644 8:984874448984875071(+) 0.0 ±10.15 A 0.444 ±10.14 AB 0.742 ±10.21 B Chrm1(Up)
mmu8miR8118883p MIMAT0017328 mir81188 12:11085003281108501511(+) 0.0 ±10.04 A 80.121 ±10.13 AB 80.410 ±10.13 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR8118885p MIMAT0005843 mir81188 12:11085003281108501511(+) 0.0 ±10.04 A 80.344 ±10.19 AB 80.509 ±10.11 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR81192 MIMAT0005850 19:232239218232240411(+) 0.0 ±10.15 A 80.192 ±10.13 A 1.134 ±10.64 B E21(Up)
mmu8mir81196 MI0006304 14:623710578623711751(8) 0.0 ±10.06 A 80.066 ±10.11 AB 80.359 ±10.1 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir81199 MI0006307 8:865354148865355321(8) 0.0 ±10.21 A 80.196 ±10.1 AB 80.551 ±10.15 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR8124785p MIMAT0014800 mir81247 12:11151625881115163391(8) 0.0 ±10.18 A 0.195 ±10.12 A 0.618 ±10.18 B E21(Up)
mmu8miR8124983p MIMAT0010560 mir81249 15:847819568847820531(8) 0.0 ±10.14 A 1.315 ±10.47 B 1.405 ±10.39 B Chrm1(Up)
mmu8miR8125183p MIMAT0014825 mir81251 10:915998858915999681(8) 0.0 ±10.1 A 80.213 ±10.13 AB 80.447 ±10.15 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR8125185p MIMAT0014824 mir81251 10:915998858915999681(8) 0.0 ±10.18 A 80.412 ±10.16 AB 80.486 ±10.14 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR812783p MIMAT0000139 mir8127 12:11083105681108311251(+) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.116 ±10.14 AB 80.391 ±10.1 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR812785p MIMAT0004530 mir8127 12:11083105681108311251(+) 0.0 ±10.08 A 80.122 ±10.08 AB 80.290 ±10.03 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir8134 MI0000160 mir8134 12:11097234981109724191(+) 0.0 ±10.06 A 80.055 ±10.07 AB 80.290 ±10.11 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR813485p MIMAT0000146 mir8134 12:11097234981109724191(+) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.207 ±10.11 AB 80.429 ±10.09 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR8135a8183p MIMAT0004531 mir8135 9:10605645581060565441(+) 0.0 ±10.09 A 80.267 ±10.16 AB 80.451 ±10.13 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR8135b85p MIMAT0000612 mir8135 1:13409466581340947611(+) 0.0 ±10.14 A 80.340 ±10.09 A 80.809 ±10.2 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR81388183p MIMAT0004668 mir8138 9:12259199481225920921(+) 0.0 ±10.04 A 80.109 ±10.14 AB 80.217 ±10.05 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR814985p MIMAT0000159 mir8149 1:947469558947470201(+) 0.0 ±10.11 A 0.648 ±10.24 B 0.619 ±10.23 B Chrm1(Up)
mmu8miR815085p MIMAT0000160 mir8150 7:523771278523771911(+) 0.0 ±10.04 A 80.070 ±10.1 AB 80.323 ±10.11 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR815a85p MIMAT0000526 mir815 14:622508648622509471(8) 0.0 ±10.14 A 80.154 ±10.14 AB 80.581 ±10.29 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR8181b8283p MIMAT0017084 mir8181 2:387093508387094381(+) 0.0 ±10.04 A 0.240 ±10.08 AB 0.320 ±10.08 B Chrm1(Up)
mmu8miR818483p MIMAT0000213 mir8184 9:896970988896971661(8) 0.0 ±10.1 A 80.613 ±10.2 B 80.759 ±10.26 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR81843b83p MIMAT0019346 mir81843 1:16127048981612705541(+) 0.0 ±10.12 A 0.286 ±10.08 B 0.345 ±10.08 B Chrm1(Up)
mmu8miR818585p MIMAT0000214 mir8185 16:183274948183275581(8) 0.0 ±10.18 A 80.265 ±10.26 AB 80.738 ±10.12 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir8188 MI0000230 mir8188 X:6825115868251821(8) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.094 ±10.09 AB 80.349 ±10.13 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir81904 MI0008323 13:11069401781106940961(+) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.212 ±10.09 AB 80.268 ±10.06 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR8193083p MIMAT0017340 10:771039698771040521(+) 0.0 ±10.1 A 80.267 ±10.11 AB 80.384 ±10.16 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir81936 MI0009925 12:10392313881039232301(8) 0.0 ±10.05 A 0.076 ±10.04 AB 0.288 ±10.12 B E21(Up)
mmu8mir81938 MI0009927 12:409492998409493981(8) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.174 ±10.06 AB 80.344 ±10.09 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR81948183p MIMAT0016999 mir8194 1:18713719881871372641(+) 0.0 ±10.26 A 80.073 ±10.13 A 80.517 ±10.11 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR8195585p MIMAT0009426 2:920321348920322311(+) 0.0 ±10.08 A 80.162 ±10.08 AB 80.413 ±10.2 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir8202 MI0000245 mir8202 7:14714358881471436591(8) 0.0 ±10.11 A 80.391 ±10.06 B 80.456 ±10.04 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8mir8206 MI0000249 mir81 1:206690918206691631(+) 0.0 ±10.26 A 80.331 ±10.06 AB 80.495 ±10.12 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR821085p MIMAT0017052 mir8210 7:14840728381484073921(8) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.083 ±10.08 AB 80.332 ±10.12 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir8214 MI0000698 mir8214 1:16415349981641536081(+) 0.0 ±10.16 A 80.069 ±10.1 A 80.454 ±10.15 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR8216a85p MIMAT0000662 mir8216 11:286570128286570831(+) 0.0 ±10.17 A 80.189 ±10.17 AB 80.473 ±10.11 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR821783p MIMAT0017072 mir8217 11:286637288286638351(+) 0.0 ±10.1 A 80.139 ±10.09 AB 80.382 ±10.1 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir821881 MI0000700 mir8218 5:486151818486152901(+) 0.0 ±10.1 A 80.058 ±10.12 AB 80.384 ±10.1 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR82188183p MIMAT0004665 mir8218 5:486151818486152901(+) 0.0 ±10.08 A 80.307 ±10.1 AB 80.474 ±10.16 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR82198183p MIMAT0017055 mir8219 17:341619288341620371(8) 0.0 ±10.12 A 80.633 ±10.14 B 80.651 ±10.16 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR82198283p MIMAT0017074 mir8219 2:297011518297012471(8) 0.0 ±10.1 A 80.063 ±10.08 A 80.394 ±10.12 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR822285p MIMAT0017061 mir8221 X:187240198187240971(8) 0.0 ±10.1 A 80.293 ±10.09 B 80.393 ±10.09 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR827b83p MIMAT0000126 mir827 13:634020208634020921(+) 0.0 ±10.05 A 80.155 ±10.1 AB 80.509 ±10.17 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR82883p MIMAT0004661 mir828 16:248279418248280261(+) 0.0 ±10.04 A 80.194 ±10.05 AB 80.298 ±10.06 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR829283p MIMAT0000370 mir8290 7:3219190832192711(+) 0.0 ±10.03 A 80.217 ±10.1 AB 80.336 ±10.09 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8mir8299 MI0000399 mir8299 12:11094884881109489101(+) 0.0 ±10.03 A 80.133 ±10.07 AB 80.359 ±10.06 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR829985p MIMAT0000377 mir8299 12:11094884881109489101(+) 0.0 ±10.12 A 80.624 ±10.21 B 80.615 ±10.22 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR8305783p MIMAT0014823 10:807343428807344321(+) 0.0 ±10.16 A 80.496 ±10.22 B 80.744 ±10.05 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR8305985p MIMAT0014811 10:10123532681012354061(+) 0.0 ±10.23 A 80.340 ±10.17 AB 80.533 ±10.1 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR8306085p MIMAT0014826 11:4039367840394491(+) 0.0 ±10.05 A 80.159 ±10.1 AB 80.339 ±10.12 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR8306185p MIMAT0014828 11:519402488519403381(+) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.456 ±10.08 B 80.705 ±10.2 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR8306583p MIMAT0014837 mir83065 11:11987608181198761671(+) 0.0 ±10.09 A 0.427 ±10.11 B 0.602 ±10.18 B Chrm1(Up)
mmu8mir83070a MI0014032 mir83070 12:11082615381108262411(+) 0.0 ±10.1 A 80.270 ±10.09 AB 80.331 ±10.11 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8mir83070b MI0014033 mir83070 12:11082680281108268901(+) 0.0 ±10.06 A 0.075 ±10.04 A 80.290 ±10.13 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR8307183p MIMAT0014851 12:11083352881108336071(8) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.156 ±10.06 AB 80.350 ±10.05 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR8307285p MIMAT0014852 12:11098608881109861701(+) 0.0 ±10.18 A 80.124 ±10.13 AB 80.489 ±10.18 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR830748183p MIMAT0014857 mir83074 13:634025078634025911(8) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.218 ±10.18 AB 80.634 ±10.29 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR8307883p MIMAT0014865 14:652100228652101081(+) 0.0 ±10.12 A 80.248 ±10.1 AB 80.547 ±10.26 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR8308283p MIMAT0014873 17:259683108259683731(8) 0.0 ±10.14 A 80.386 ±10.16 AB 80.489 ±10.12 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR8309383p MIMAT0014908 3:880190938880191791(+) 0.0 ±10.05 A 80.063 ±10.06 AB 80.322 ±10.15 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR8309785p MIMAT0014915 5:353636988353637641(+) 0.0 ±10.09 A 80.219 ±10.17 AB 80.674 ±10.24 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR830b85p MIMAT0000130 mir830 15:681689778681690721(8) 0.0 ±10.09 A 80.115 ±10.07 AB 80.293 ±10.09 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir830c81 MI0000547 mir830 4:12044213981204422271(8) 0.0 ±10.08 A 80.192 ±10.05 AB 80.262 ±10.06 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR83183p MIMAT0004634 mir831 4:885564618885565661(8) 0.0 ±10.06 A 80.108 ±10.11 AB 80.382 ±10.15 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR8310285p MIMAT0014933 7:10803082081080309231(8) 0.0 ±10.15 A 80.188 ±10.19 B 80.493 ±10.22 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR8311083p MIMAT0014952 X:355636188355636971(+) 0.0 ±10.1 A 80.180 ±10.16 AB 80.558 ±10.24 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR83283p MIMAT0017050 mir832 4:569081018569081701(8) 0.0 ±10.16 A 0.058 ±10.12 A 1.341 ±10.63 B E21(Up)
mmu8miR832483p MIMAT0000556 mir8324 11:698255458698256331(+) 0.0 ±10.04 A 80.004 ±10.07 A 80.300 ±10.13 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR832485p MIMAT0000555 mir8324 11:698255458698256331(+) 0.0 ±10.05 A 80.140 ±10.16 AB 80.480 ±10.12 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir8325 MI0000597 mir8325 X:10257442181025745181(8) 0.0 ±10.03 A 80.280 ±10.08 B 80.342 ±10.07 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR832585p MIMAT0000558 mir8325 X:10257442181025745181(8) 0.0 ±10.14 A 0.350 ±10.1 AB 0.606 ±10.27 B E21(Up)
mmu8miR833083p MIMAT0000569 mir8330 7:197668148197669111(+) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.159 ±10.07 AB 80.271 ±10.05 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR833085p MIMAT0004642 mir8330 7:197668148197669111(+) 0.0 ±10.05 A 80.194 ±10.16 AB 80.456 ±10.13 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR833785p MIMAT0004644 mir8337 12:11082399981108240951(+) 0.0 ±10.05 A 80.189 ±10.12 AB 80.453 ±10.11 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR834185p MIMAT0017037 mir8341 12:11084971081108498051(+) 0.0 ±10.08 A 80.001 ±10.07 A 80.370 ±10.16 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir8343 MI0005494 mir8343 7:199719928199720661(+) 0.0 ±10.08 A 80.143 ±10.02 AB 80.306 ±10.09 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8mir834481 MI0000630 mir8344 7:690226568690227501(8) 0.0 ±10.06 A 80.049 ±10.07 A 80.310 ±10.06 B E21(Down)
F/Veh M/Form M/Veh
Log2%Fold%Change%(Relative%to%F/Veh)miRNA%Annotations%(mirbase)
Table 3-1A. PN2 Hypothalamic expression of significantly sex-biased miRNAs
Superscript letter indicates statistically significant effect (FDR > 0.05)
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miRNA Accession Family Alignment1(mm9) Effect
mmu8miR8344e83p MIMAT0014924 mir8344 7:688804238688804881(8) 0.0 ±10.21 A 80.081 ±10.11 A 1.116 ±10.68 B E21(Up)
mmu8mir8344f MI0014098 mir8344 7:691910678691911341(8) 0.0 ±10.08 A 80.166 ±10.11 A 80.477 ±10.08 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR8344f85p MIMAT0014931 mir8344 7:691910678691911341(8) 0.0 ±10.11 A 80.252 ±10.15 A 80.712 ±10.13 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR83470b MIMAT0015641 mir83470 16:440139658440140901(+) 0.0 ±10.18 A 0.427 ±10.11 B 0.410 ±10.09 B Chrm1(Up)
mmu8miR83473d MIMAT0020632 mir83473 8:11354035081135404301(8) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.177 ±10.09 AB 80.437 ±10.16 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR836385p MIMAT0017076 mir8363 X:500948708500949441(8) 0.0 ±10.1 A 80.155 ±10.09 AB 80.402 ±10.07 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir8370 MI0001165 mir8370 12:11085646881108565461(+) 0.0 ±10.08 A 80.291 ±10.11 AB 80.394 ±10.12 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR8376c83p MIMAT0003183 mir8368 12:11096092881109610131(+) 0.0 ±10.05 A 0.101 ±10.09 AB 0.280 ±10.08 B E21(Up)
mmu8miR837883p MIMAT0003151 mir8378 18:615574898615575541(8) 0.0 ±10.1 A 80.550 ±10.18 B 80.818 ±10.27 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR837885p MIMAT0000742 mir8378 18:615574898615575541(8) 0.0 ±10.11 A 80.246 ±10.11 AB 80.343 ±10.1 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8mir8381 MI0000798 mir8154 12:11096503281109651061(+) 0.0 ±10.04 A 80.004 ±10.07 A 80.307 ±10.1 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR838383p MIMAT0017082 mir8383 8:393151878393152561(8) 0.0 ±10.08 A 80.201 ±10.17 AB 80.499 ±10.19 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR838385p MIMAT0000748 mir8383 8:393151878393152561(8) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.370 ±10.18 AB 80.706 ±10.25 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR838483p MIMAT0001076 mir8384 X:10253962181025397081(8) 0.0 ±10.07 A 0.162 ±10.07 AB 0.329 ±10.09 B E21(Up)
mmu8mir8412 MI0001164 mir8412 12:11098149981109815781(+) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.237 ±10.09 AB 80.421 ±10.07 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR841285p MIMAT0017173 mir8412 12:11098149981109815781(+) 0.0 ±10.08 A 80.353 ±10.12 B 80.497 ±10.08 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR842185p MIMAT0017273 mir895 X:10076826081007683351(8) 0.0 ±10.02 A 80.310 ±10.04 B 80.322 ±10.09 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8mir8431 MI0001524 mir8431 12:11082865781108287471(+) 0.0 ±10.04 A 80.187 ±10.07 AB 80.312 ±10.05 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8mir8432 MI0012528 mir8432 12:11083316681108332401(+) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.031 ±10.05 A 80.410 ±10.16 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR8432 MIMAT0012771 mir8432 12:11083316681108332401(+) 0.0 ±10.09 A 80.097 ±10.13 AB 80.438 ±10.18 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir8433 MI0001525 mir8433 12:11082992581108300481(+) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.127 ±10.05 AB 80.258 ±10.05 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR845285p MIMAT0001637 mir8452 X:695075638695076471(8) 0.0 ±10.09 A 0.060 ±10.09 A 80.316 ±10.09 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir8465c81 MI0005500 mir8465 X:640791308640792101(8) 0.0 ±10.14 A 0.500 ±10.22 AB 0.986 ±10.39 B E21(Up)
mmu8mir8465c82 MI0005501 mir8465 X:640856928640857721(8) 0.0 ±10.11 A 0.434 ±10.2 AB 1.022 ±10.4 B E21(Up)
mmu8miR8466h85p MIMAT0004884 mir8467 2:104365188104365981(+) 0.0 ±10.19 A 0.235 ±10.09 AB 0.451 ±10.18 B E21(Up)
mmu8miR8466l85p MIMAT0017322 mir8467 2:104377248104378441(+) 0.0 ±10.06 A 80.250 ±10.06 AB 80.314 ±10.11 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8mir8467a89 MI0014074 mir8467 2:104200208104201021(+) 0.0 ±10.03 A 80.383 ±10.11 B 80.522 ±10.16 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8mir8467b MI0004671 mir8467 2:104028758104029471(+) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.342 ±10.14 AB 80.459 ±10.15 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8mir8467c MI0005512 mir8467 2:103955588103956541(+) 0.0 ±10.14 A 80.289 ±10.06 AB 80.358 ±10.11 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR846883p MIMAT0002109 6:818465938818466701(8) 0.0 ±10.08 A 80.157 ±10.09 AB 80.548 ±10.27 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir8490 MI0005002 mir8490 6:363717428363718251(+) 0.0 ±10.09 A 80.332 ±10.07 B 80.402 ±10.09 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR849085p MIMAT0017261 mir8490 6:363717428363718251(+) 0.0 ±10.1 A 80.244 ±10.13 AB 80.414 ±10.12 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR849785p MIMAT0003453 mir8497 11:700482198700483021(+) 0.0 ±10.14 A 0.346 ±10.14 AB 0.414 ±10.11 B Chrm1(Up)
mmu8mir8500 MI0004702 mir8500 X:6814809868149001(8) 0.0 ±10.06 A 80.031 ±10.1 A 80.369 ±10.17 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR850483p MIMAT0017277 mir8504 X:563508358563509131(8) 0.0 ±10.05 A 80.370 ±10.16 AB 80.493 ±10.21 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR850485p MIMAT0004889 mir8504 X:563508358563509131(8) 0.0 ±10.15 A 0.126 ±10.05 A 0.421 ±10.1 B E21(Up)
mmu8mir85098 MI0018006 mir81954 5:777017828777018631(+) 0.0 ±10.17 A 0.208 ±10.09 AB 0.488 ±10.1 B E21(Up)
mmu8mir85100 MI0018008 11:605421658605422281(+) 0.0 ±10.07 A 0.323 ±10.04 B 0.254 ±10.07 B Chrm1(Up)
mmu8miR85109 MIMAT0020617 5:172825678172826531(8) 0.0 ±10.05 A 0.381 ±10.09 B 0.298 ±10.09 B Chrm1(Up)
mmu8miR85114 MIMAT0020622 19:443776618443777211(+) 0.0 ±10.1 A 80.183 ±10.1 AB 80.476 ±10.12 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR85115 MIMAT0020623 2:728509118728509841(8) 0.0 ±10.15 A 0.297 ±10.1 AB 0.580 ±10.2 B E21(Up)
mmu8miR85124 MIMAT0020634 13:409611608409612311(+) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.249 ±10.08 AB 80.277 ±10.06 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR85131 MIMAT0020642 14:462776368462777281(8) 0.0 ±10.04 A 80.067 ±10.07 A 80.353 ±10.15 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR854083p MIMAT0003167 mir8540 12:11082429081108243561(+) 0.0 ±10.03 A 80.162 ±10.08 AB 80.415 ±10.11 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir8543 MI0003519 mir8329 12:11095546881109555431(+) 0.0 ±10.09 A 80.189 ±10.06 AB 80.329 ±10.09 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR859285p MIMAT0003730 mir8592 6:278866558278867501(8) 0.0 ±10.08 A 80.247 ±10.11 AB 80.496 ±10.11 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8mir8615 MI0005004 mir8615 15:10284534181028454321(+) 0.0 ±10.15 A 80.315 ±10.09 AB 80.542 ±10.11 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR865283p MIMAT0003711 mir8652 X:13917354381391736401(+) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.394 ±10.24 AB 80.652 ±10.18 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR865285p MIMAT0017260 mir8652 X:13917354381391736401(+) 0.0 ±10.05 A 80.025 ±10.08 A 80.371 ±10.15 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR866585p MIMAT0017238 mir8665 12:11082452481108246171(+) 0.0 ±10.12 A 80.205 ±10.19 AB 80.531 ±10.15 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR866683p MIMAT0004823 mir8666 12:11095529581109553931(+) 0.0 ±10.11 A 0.040 ±10.11 A 80.401 ±10.17 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR866685p MIMAT0003737 mir8666 12:11095529581109553931(+) 0.0 ±10.05 A 80.097 ±10.12 AB 80.351 ±10.13 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir8668 MI0004134 mir8668 12:11097294281109730071(+) 0.0 ±10.06 A 80.208 ±10.1 AB 80.369 ±10.1 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR866885p MIMAT0017237 mir8668 12:11097294281109730071(+) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.235 ±10.14 AB 80.502 ±10.11 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir8669a84 MI0014054 mir8467 2:104009428104010281(+) 0.0 ±10.09 A 80.160 ±10.08 AB 80.325 ±10.06 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR8669b85p MIMAT0003476 mir8467 2:103894178103895131(+) 0.0 ±10.09 A 80.334 ±10.06 A 0.503 ±10.18 B E21(Up)
mmu8miR8669h83p MIMAT0005842 mir8467 2:104397828104399061(+) 0.0 ±10.21 A 80.233 ±10.17 AB 80.655 ±10.26 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR8669l83p MIMAT0017345 mir8467 2:103905988103906951(+) 0.0 ±10.09 A 0.203 ±10.23 AB 0.639 ±10.22 B E21(Up)
mmu8miR867083p MIMAT0017242 mir8670 2:941014578941015561(8) 0.0 ±10.03 A 80.336 ±10.11 B 80.333 ±10.06 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR867183p MIMAT0004821 mir8671 5:240979328240980291(+) 0.0 ±10.1 A 80.241 ±10.15 A 80.779 ±10.25 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir8673 MI0004601 mir8673 12:11081020081108102901(+) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.220 ±10.07 AB 80.347 ±10.13 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR867383p MIMAT0004824 mir8673 12:11081020081108102901(+) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.394 ±10.14 AB 80.500 ±10.24 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR867983p MIMAT0017248 12:11095378781109538601(+) 0.0 ±10.09 A 80.429 ±10.08 B 80.434 ±10.18 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR867985p MIMAT0003455 12:11095378781109538601(+) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.239 ±10.13 AB 80.367 ±10.11 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8mir868382 MI0010690 mir8683 13:506963418506964491(8) 0.0 ±10.06 A 80.236 ±10.1 AB 80.444 ±10.12 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8miR8691 MIMAT0003470 16:743422358743423121(8) 0.0 ±10.17 A 0.063 ±10.14 A 0.731 ±10.18 B E21(Up)
mmu8miR870085p MIMAT0017256 4:13497247081349725481(8) 0.0 ±10.07 A 80.252 ±10.09 AB 80.435 ±10.13 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8mir8702 MI0004686 mir8702 5:13746730381374674111(+) 0.0 ±10.09 A 80.414 ±10.12 B 80.359 ±10.1 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir8707 MI0004691 7:521050698521051411(+) 0.0 ±10.06 A 80.337 ±10.05 B 80.362 ±10.07 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8mir8758 MI0004129 mir8379 12:11095102081109511001(+) 0.0 ±10.04 A 80.251 ±10.07 AB 80.353 ±10.13 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR8762 MIMAT0003892 mir8762 4:10869026081086903351(+) 0.0 ±10.23 A 0.089 ±10.12 AB 0.485 ±10.17 B E21(Up)
mmu8miR887385p MIMAT0004936 mir8873 4:366155438366156191(8) 0.0 ±10.12 A 80.367 ±10.07 B 80.448 ±10.11 B Chrm1(Down)
mmu8mir8874 MI0005479 mir8874 13:581244868581245611(8) 0.0 ±10.1 A 80.034 ±10.07 A 80.300 ±10.09 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR887483p MIMAT0004853 mir8874 13:581244868581245611(8) 0.0 ±10.08 A 80.247 ±10.11 A 80.613 ±10.17 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR887485p MIMAT0017268 mir8874 13:581244868581245611(8) 0.0 ±10.11 A 80.104 ±10.09 A 80.515 ±10.15 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR887785p MIMAT0004861 mir8877 17:360976758360977591(8) 0.0 ±10.07 A 0.129 ±10.13 A 80.360 ±10.09 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir892a81 MI0000719 mir825 14:11544364981154437281(+) 0.0 ±10.08 A 80.063 ±10.07 AB 80.283 ±10.08 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR89385p MIMAT0000540 mir817 5:13860675181386068381(8) 0.0 ±10.03 A 80.101 ±10.09 AB 80.311 ±10.09 B E21(Down)
mmu8mir896 MI0000583 mir896 6:301194468301195511(8) 0.0 ±10.05 A 0.116 ±10.08 A 80.282 ±10.1 B E21(Down)
mmu8miR89883p MIMAT0017023 let87 X:14834775781483478641(+) 0.0 ±10.19 A 0.290 ±10.13 AB 0.511 ±10.18 B E21(Up)
miRNA&Annotations&(mirbase) Log2&Fold&Change&(Relative&to&F/Veh)
F/Veh M/Form M/Veh
Table 3-1B  PN2 Hypothalamic expression of significantly sex-biased miRNAs
Superscript letter indicates statistically significant effect (FDR > 0.05)
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CHAPTER 4: General Discussion  
 
G x E x D x (S) 
The adult phenotype of a cell, tissue, or organism is the product of a continual 
interaction between its genetic background and environment over the course of 
development. Risk factors, such as genetic polymorphisms or environmental insults, 
may alter the trajectory of development, increasing the likelihood the final result will be a 
disease state. Many developmental processes occur over discrete periods of time. As 
such, there are often specific windows of vulnerability during which a risk factor must 
express itself. The Genes x Environment x Development (GxExD) model of 
neuropsychiatric disease was developed from these ideas, and highlights the 
multifactorial and developmental origins of these disorders (Caspi & Moffitt, 2006). While 
certainly a powerful concept, the practical application of this model to develop 
therapeutic interventions has been hampered by the sheer number of predisposing 
genetic loci/environmental factors that have been identified and the fact that, while 
statistically significant, the effect size of individual loci/factors tends to be rather modest. 
In contrast, sex is a strong predictor of many aspects of neurodevelopment disorders, 
including prevalence, presentation, and therapeutic outcomes (Weinstock,!2007). 
Recognition of these sex-biases in disease is leading to a deeper investigation of the 
underlying molecular processes responsible for sexual differentiation of cells and 
tissues, and while it is certainly true that sex has a genetic base, it is probably an 
oversimplification to think of the Y or a second X chromosome as simply another 
“Genetic” risk factor. Instead, by considering the whole model in the context of sex (a 
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GxExDxS model) one could narrow the search for relevant risk factors or vulnerable 
processes to those that are sex-biased or sex-specific. 
 
Epigenetics and Developmental Programming 
 Development does not occur in a vacuum. Even at the level of individual cells, 
signals from the neighboring milieu play an important part in coordinating fundamental 
processes, such as differentiation. Epigenetic mechanisms act at the interface of genes 
and the environment to mediate this developmental programming (Sweatt, 2013).  The 
characterization of epigenetic mechanisms has been, and remains a work in progress 
(Bird, 2007; Sweatt, 2009). In the context of developmental programming, epigenetic 
mechanisms affect gene function without any concurrent alterations in the genetic 
sequence. In addition, there is also an expectation that changes to the epigenome are 
capable of persisting over the lifetime of the cell, through mitotic reproduction, or in the 
case of germ cells, through meiosis and even fertilization. But, in the face of a growing 
number of examples of the reprogramming of epigenetic marks previously considered 
immutable, particularly in the brain, it seems important to highlight the capability to 
persist as a key component of our definition (McCarthy & Nugent, 2013; Sweatt, 2013; 
A. P. Auger & Auger, 2011; Ehninger et al., 2008). Indeed, with its ability to respond to 
the environment, plasticity is at the very core of the epigenome. The epigenome or 
epigenetic state of specific loci may be more or less labile over the course of its 
development, but I would argue that this development is never actually complete. 
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 DNA methylation and the regulation of chromatin structure via histone 
modification lie at the biochemical foundation of epigenetics, but there is a growing 
appreciation for the importance of noncoding RNAs, including microRNAs (miRNAs), as 
mediators of developmental programming. Noncoding RNAs share with these canonical 
epigenetic mechanisms the ability to regulate gene function with a high degree of 
nucleotide sequence-based specificity (Sweatt, 2013). An argument may be made that 
because miRNA genes can be regulated epigenetically, miRNAs are not themselves 
epigenetic actors. But if a mature miRNA persists in a cell, it seems to fit the definition of 
an epigenetic mark. In fact, work in our lab and others’ suggests that sperm miRNAs 
play a principle role in transmitting transgenerational epigenetic effects (Gapp et al., 
2014; Rodgers et al., 2013; Grandjean et al., 2009; Rassoulzadegan et al., 2006).  
 
Transgenerational Epigenetic Impact of Prenatal Stress  
 The question of the “missing heritability” in neurodevelopmental disease has 
arisen from the failure of large-scale genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and 
structural variation studies to identify risk loci that can account for a significant portion of 
the heritability of neurodevelopmental disorders (Manolio et al., 2009; Eichler et al., 
2010). Heritability has traditionally been defined as the proportion of the total variance in 
a trait that is due to genetic variation (Visscher et al., 2008). Transgenerational 
epigenetic effects are fundamentally changing our understanding of the heritability of 
phenotypic variation (Nadeau, 2009). In these cases, alterations in the gametic genome 
affect later gene function in the absence of genetic variation or continued exposure to a 
causative environmental factor. The result is a complete divorce of phenotypic variation 
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from genetic variation, and could account for a portion of this supposedly missing 
heritability, as it would be undetectable to sequence based methodologies (Eichler et al., 
2010; Slatkin, 2009). 
 Our lab previously identified early gestation as a specific window of sensitivity 
during which male mice were susceptible to the programming effects of maternal stress. 
These males exhibit physiological and behavioral stress sensitivity and cognitive deficits, 
endophenotypes associated with human neurodevelopmental disease. In addition, these 
changes reduce or disrupted established sex differences (dysmasculinized) in male 
offspring measures of stress responsivity (Mueller & Bale, 2007, 2008). To develop a 
model of transgenerational epigenetic effects, we examined the paternal transmission of 
this early prenatal stress (EPS) induced stress dysregulation phenotype from EPS 
exposed sires (F1) to their offspring (F2) (Chapter 2).  
Many aspects of the F1 stress dysregulation phenotype were also present in 
male, but not female, offspring of prenatally stressed sires (F2-S males). We tested their 
stress responsivity in the tail suspension test, Barnes maze, and their HPA stress axis 
response to restraint. These tests were selected as they measure predictable sex 
differences in stress-provoking environments, and performance in these tests was 
previously found to be significantly dysmasculinized in F1 prenatally stressed males 
(Mueller & Bale, 2007, 2008). Similar to their sires, F2-S males spent significantly more 
time immobile than offspring of control sires (F2-C males). While there was not a 
statistically significant effect of F2-S on overall performance in the Barnes maze or HPA 
axis sensitivity, males did show a general trend for a pattern of stress responsivity 
similar to that identified in F1 prenatally stressed males. This incomplete transmission of 
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the F1 EPS phenotype is not necessarily surprising, and may even reflect an advantage 
of studying transgenerational epigenetic effects.  The F1 stress dysregulation phenotype 
would have derived from the acute programming of a diverse set of somatic tissues in 
males during their exposure to EPS. In contrast, F2-S males were never themselves 
exposed to prenatal stress; their phenotype derives from the altered epigenome of a 
single germ cell, and predictably is less diverse. By localizing the potential source of an 
adult endophenotype to a single cell (gamete) and time point (fertilization), this 
characteristic of transgenerational epigenetic risk factors could prove to be an advantage 
in efforts to understand environmental programming of neurodevelopmental disorders. It 
simplifies the path between a causal factor and the final pathological result. 
 In addition to their dysmasculinized stress responsivity we found that F2-S males 
had smaller testes and reduced anogenital distance. This was an important discovery 
because in males this anogenital distance is directly programmed by a surge of testis-
synthesized testosterone during the perinatal sensitive period. This testosterone surge is 
also responsible for organizing the sexually dimorphic male brain. In appropriate cell 
populations this testosterone is converted to estrogen by a neuronal-specific aromatase 
where it acts through estrogen receptors to alter gene expression and drive 
masculinization of the brain (Arnold & Gorski, 1984; Phoenix et al., 1959). As well as 
programming obvious sex-specific traits, such as reproductive behaviors, perinatal 
gonadal steroid exposure establishes sex differences in stress neurocircuitry (McCarthy 
et al., 2009b; Bingham & Viau, 2008). Reflecting this disruption in normal perinatal 
masculinization, we observed a broad shift in the expression of genes involved in 
neurodevelopment from a male-typical to a more female-typical pattern in F2-S male 
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brains. Interestingly, late gestational restraint stress has also been shown to disrupt the 
male perinatal testosterone surge, reduce adult testis size, shorten anogenital distance, 
and block the differentiation of sexually dimorphic brain nuclei in males (Meisel et al., 
1979; Ward & Weisz, 1980; Reznikov et al., 1999). It is important to note that we 
examined these measures in F2 animals that were not themselves exposed to any 
prenatal manipulation. Thus, these data suggest that reduced exposure to organizational 
hormones during the perinatal sensitive period is a common marker of gestational stress 
experience, and that this effect can be transmitted along the paternal lineage to F2 male 
offspring. 
 
Importance of Modulators of Gene Expression in Sexual Differentiation. 
 Even at the most superficial level, males and females differ widely in morphology, 
physiology, and behavior. These differences are the inevitable product of natural 
selection acting on sexually reproducing species. Differences in parental investment 
result in a situation in which males and females are under the influence of different 
selection pressures, and at the most basic level, eggs “cost” more then sperm (Darwin, 
1871). Sex-specific selection will either favor sex-specific traits or shared, but sex biased 
traits, in which males and females will have different fitness optima. The polygenic 
nature of most phenotypes combined with the pleiotropy exhibited by many gene 
products has combined to complicate the direct linkage of a sexually dimorphic trait to 
specific genes. Yet, with the exception of the Y chromosome, the male and female 
genomes do not vary in sequence, thus most sexual dimorphism must be the product of 
the differential expression of this shared genetic substrate. Take, for example, the 
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situation in which the optimal expression of a gene is different between the two sexes. In 
the absence of sex-specific mechanisms to regulate the expression of this gene, an 
equilibrium expression level should be reached, balancing the costs and benefits to each 
sex. This level will by definition be sub-optimal for both sexes, thus selection will drive 
the development of sex-biased gene expression modifiers (Ellegren & Parsch, 2007; 
Rice, 1984, 1992). 
  Sex selection acts foremost on the sex-specific gonad/gametogenesis and the 
development of sex-specific behaviors. The developmental trajectory and adult function 
of sufficiently sensitive neurons are affected by differences in gonadal steroid levels 
produced by either the testes or ovaries during specific early periods of sensitivity, as 
well as after sexual maturity is reached (Phoenix et al., 1959). For the most part, sexual 
differentiation of the male brain is driven by estrogen exposure during the perinatal 
sensitive period (McCarthy et al., 2009a). Additional need for sex-biased gene 
expression modifiers derives from the heterogeneity of the sexually dimorphic brain. 
While the primary effector (estrogen) is shared, the developmental processes that must 
be activated or suppressed vary widely across sexually divergent traits and brain regions 
(Ball et al., 2014). This necessitates additional region-specific layers of regulation to 
ensure the expression of appropriate gene networks. 
Cellular behavior results from the summation of all the molecular interactions 
occurring within the cell, including such events as receptor-ligand binding at the cell 
surface and the recruitment of transcriptional machinery to regions of permissive 
chromatin structure. Arnold and Lusis highlight the utility of modeling sex-specific cell 
function as the output of a network (Arnold & Lusis, 2012). The nodes and connections 
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making up this network consist of gene products and the interactions between these 
gene products respectively. The relative importance of a particular node would be 
dependent on the number of other nodes it interacts with and the strength of these 
interactions. Some of these nodes would be sex-biased or sex specific and the sum of 
the interactions between these nodes and all of their connections, “the sexome”, would 
generate sex-differences in the output of the network (Arnold & Lusis, 2012). 
miRNAs are small non-coding RNAs required for the normal development of all 
tissues, and their dysregulation has been implicated in the pathophysiology of various 
human diseases (Mendell & Olson, 2012; Chang & Mendell, 2007; Rottiers & Näär, 
2012; Dai & Ahmed, 2011; Hah et al., 2011). miRNAs affect gene expression by 
regulating the stability or translational efficiency of specific mRNA targets (Bartel, 2009; 
Eichhorn et al., 2014).  The majority of mRNAs are targeted by one or more miRNAs, 
and in a manner similar to transcription factors a single miRNA may regulate the 
expression of more than a hundred different genes (Friedman et al., 2009; Baek et al., 
2008; Selbach et al., 2008). While the effects of overexpressing or knocking-down a 
single miRNA are typically widespread, the magnitude of the change at the level of 
individual proteins is often modest. The ability of miRNAs to target many transcripts and 
modulate their expression with a high degree of control and specificity suggests that sex-
biased miRNAs could serve as major nodes within the sexome, mediating sexual 
differentiation in the brain.  
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Estrogen Regulation of the Neonatal Brain miRNA  
 Given 1) the breadth of gene expression changes we found in the 
dysmasculinized brains of F2-S males, and 2) the hypothesized need for gene 
expression modifiers to bridge the gaps between sex-biased estrogen, a largely shared 
genetic substrate, and the diverse processes required for differentiation across the brain, 
we examined the role of miRNAs in the sexually dimorphic neonatal hypothalamus 
(Chapter 3). We focused on the hypothalamus because sex differences in the 
hypothalamus are extensive and organized by gonadal steroids during the perinatal 
sensitive period (Ball et al., 2014; McCarthy et al., 2009b; Tobet & Hanna, 1997). In 
addition, the hypothalamus contains much of the neurocircuitry regulating sex-biased 
stress responsivity, which is also organized by perinatal estrogen (Bingham & Viau, 
2008; Seale et al., 2005; Goel & Bale, 2008b). Microarray analysis of the miRNA 
environment of the neonatal hypothalamus at postnatal day 2 (PN2) revealed a striking 
sex difference in patterns miRNA expression between control females (F/Veh) and 
males (M/Veh). To determine the role of organizational estrogen in programming this 
sexually dimorphic pattern of miRNA expression, we also included a third group in our 
experiment, consisting of males treated with the aromatase inhibitor formestane 
(M/Form) 24 hours prior to sampling. Formestane dysmasculinized the PN2 
hypothalamic miRNA environment. Interestingly, a multivariate model of the expression 
of the subset of 162 significantly sex-biased miRNAs showed clear separation between 
all three groups, with M/Form samples forming a distinct intermediary between F/Veh 
and M/Veh groups. This intermediate expression profile suggests that estrogen is not the 
only force driving sex-biased miRNA expression at this time point. Factors linked to sex 
chromosome complement are the most likely candidates, though we cannot exclude the 
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possibility that androgens affect male miRNA expression, as aromatase inhibition should 
in no way diminish sex differences in testosterone. However, organizational estrogen 
does appear to have the strongest impact on sex-biased miRNA in the neonatal 
hypothalamus. Formestane disrupted the expression of 57% of the sex-biased miRNAs 
to the extent that their expression in treated males was more similar to F/Veh then 
M/Veh levels. We classified these 92 miRNAs as estrogen-responsive for downstream 
analysis.  A strong majority of estrogen-responsive miRNAs (77%) appeared to be 
down-regulated in males. Given the negative effect miRNAs have on the expression of 
the genes they target, it is interesting to speculate that this indicates that estrogen drives 
an overall relief the basal inhibition of the cellular processes responsible for sexual 
differentiation in the male hypothalamus.  
 
Estrogen-responsive miRNAs Regulate Networks of Genes Functionally Relevant 
to Sexual Differentiation of the Brain 
miRNAs can only affect developmental processes indirectly through their 
regulation of target gene expression, therefore the first step in determining their role in 
the broader cell physiology is to identify the genes they regulate. Despite improvements 
in prediction algorithms, bioinformatic approaches to miRNA target identification are still 
prone to error. To avoid these issues, we empirically mapped miRNA recognition 
elements across the transcriptome using argonaute HITS-CLIP. This technique involves 
UV irradiation to covalently crosslink RNA-protein complexes, followed by 
immunoprecipitation of argonaute-RNA complexes, and subsequent high-throughput 
sequencing (Chi et al., 2009). This allows us to constrain potential participants in 
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predicted miRNA-target connections to only those portions of the transcriptome bound 
by argonaute and the subset of mature miRNAs loaded into the RISC complex (Chi et 
al., 2009). One important limitation of this technique is that the connections between 
identified miRNA recognition elements and miRNAs are still made based on sequence 
homology. Approximately 15% of miRNA-target transcript interactions may occur 
independent of canonical Watson-Crick base-pairing criteria, and these connections 
could not be identified in our dataset (Chi et al., 2012).  
Using this technique we identified novel connections between sex-biased 
miRNAs and genes with known functions in steroid signaling in the brain, including 
estrogen receptor alpha (Esr1), estrogen receptor beta (Esr2), androgen receptor (Ar), 
and aromatase (Cyp19a1). Importantly, 5 of the 6 identified miRNA recognition elements 
were located within the 3’ UTR of targeted transcript. Esr1 and aromatase are perhaps 
the two most important players in the brain sexual differentiation. These findings add a 
completely new layer to our understanding of the regulation of these genes in the brain.  
In a second approach toward integrating our miRNA expression and HITS-CLIP 
data, we asked whether genes targeted by estrogen-responsive miRNAs converged on 
specific biological processes. Then we used these data to identify a network of miRNA-
Target interactions with the potential to mediate the impact of estrogen on hypothalamic 
sexual differentiation. We operated on the assumption that the expression and 
subsequent activity of the genes targeted by estrogen-suppressed miRNAs would be 
activated, so focused on targets of miRNAs down-regulated by estrogen. Two clusters of 
biological processes predominated: processes involved in gene expression and 
developmental processes. Together these annotations, with obvious relevance to 
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neurodevelopment, accounted for 45% of estrogen down-regulated gene targets. 
Network analysis of the connections between estrogen down-regulated miRNAs and 
their targets annotated with Gene Expression and/or System Development revealed that 
many genes were targets of more then one miRNA. This could reflect cooperative 
regulation by groups of miRNAs with shared functionality. Another equally interesting 
possibility is that these interactions are more exclusive at the level of specific regions/cell 
types within the neonatal hypothalamus. 
 
Conclusion 
Developmental processes are inherently plastic and do not occur in a vacuum. 
Interactions between the environment and our genes occur continuously, influencing the 
course of these processes, and altering the developmental trajectory of an organism. 
These interactions can program resilience or vulnerability, and any resulting emergent 
phenotype will depend on the balance of these programming events in the context of the 
current environment. The dynamic process of development generates a constantly 
changing set of tissue targets or developmental processes susceptible to the 
programming effects of the environment. Therefore it is not surprising that 
neurodevelopment is not uniformly susceptible to the negative programming effects of 
environmental insults over the course of development. Sex differences in the brain are 
widespread and must have developmental origins. As such, it is equally predictable that 
males and females would be differentially susceptible to insults, such as prenatal stress. 
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In males, the organization of sex differences by gonadal steroids during the 
perinatal sensitive period appears to be a sex-specific developmental process 
susceptible to the programming by the environment. Our studies suggest that paternal 
prenatal stress exposure can disrupt this process and program stress dysregulation in 
male offspring, via alterations in the levels of circulating gonadal steroids, and 
consequent dysmasculinization of the brain. Stress dysregulation is an endophenotype 
associated with neurodevelopmental disorders. In addition, these disorders often display 
sex differences in prevalence, presentation, or therapeutic outcomes. While many 
factors contribute to these outcomes, sex-specific responses to fetal antecedents during 
key developmental windows are likely involved. Therefore, the investigation of molecular 
processes involved in the programming the sexually dimorphic brain should provide 
insight into the etiology and pathophysiology of neurodevelopmental disorders 
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